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In This Issue:

Survival Guide
An Introduction:

+ Grapevine's Exhibition
& GrapeWaves - P:8

Shit’s Getting Real
Wow, would you look at that. It feels
like the summer nights just got pink
and endless, and, somehow, it’s already that Most Wonderful Time Of
The Year. Yup: the hour is nigh—it’s
time for another glorious Iceland Airwaves Music Festival.
So gird yourself, dear reader, because you’re about to enter the single
craziest week in the Reykjavík’s musical calendar. Airwaves is gonna pick
you up, swallow you whole, and digest
you like a forkful of buttery plokkfiskur. There’s no escape. Surrender to
the fun and madness.
To help you on your way, we here
at The Reykjav ík Grapev ine have
compiled the magazine you’re holding now, as a kind of mini-bible of
Airwaves hacks that you might find
useful. Whether it’s simply getting
through this mammoth binge of live
music and all-out partying (FM Belfast’s Airwaves Survival Guide, P:04),
orienting yourself amongst the basements, bars and halls of the festival
(Meet The Venues, P:14), figuring out
the latest must-see Icelandic acts
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(Debutantes Ball, P:22), or negotiating
the morning after (Hangover Guide,
P:42), we have your back. In these pages, you’ll find a trove of useful tips on
how to make the most of the Airwaves
week.
There are a couple of other things
to bear in mind, for example, if you
have post-Brexit pounds in your wallet, try downloading the Grapevine’s
Appy Hour app to find out when and
where you can get a cut-price pint.
Also, use the hashtag #GrapeWaves
(more on P:08) on your hilarious
Tweets and Instagrams. The funniest
entries will win a goodie bag full of
awesome stuff.
Finally, check out our website at
grapevine.is/airwaves each day for
reports and galleries of what just happened, and news on what’s coming
next.
So, that’s it. Flip the page, and get
out of the intro already! It’s done! Go
forth, have fun, be safe, and may the
odds be ever in your favour.
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Stúdentakjallarinn

Landsbankinn
Landsbankinn Akureyri

Thursday November 2

Friday November 3

17.00 Birnir og Floni

16.00 Birnir
Landsbankinn Austurstræti 11

Friday November 3

Saturday November 4

17.00 GDRN

15.00 Between Mountains

17.30 DJ B-Ruff

15.45 GDRN
16.30 Birnir og Joey Christ

See performances by Birnir, Between Mountains and GDRN at landsbankinn.is/icelandairwaves.
Landsbankinn is a proud sponsor of Iceland Airwaves 2016.
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Off Venue
Concerts
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schedule—they will think you're
boring, and that could get in the
way of finding new Airwaves
friends.
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Cover
Bring a dark coat. It will get
filthy when you lose it on the
floor at a music venue because
you had to take it off since it was
so warm inside even though you
were completely freezing outside
just a moment ago. I recommend
getting a coat that's warm yet
light. Ask some outdoorsy person about this. “Thermaluft”? I
could be wrong.

Health
I have heard many hangover
solutions in my day and the only
ones that actually work are to
either stop drinking for good,
or have a Bloody Mary. We don't
have alcohol in shops—you have
to buy it in special stores that
close around 6pm, so keep that
in mind. I've also heard that
there's some strain of chlamydia constantly going around in
Reykjavík, so just go to church
and don't sleep with the locals.

Souvenirs

The FM Belfast
Airwaves
Survival Guide
Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir on keeping your
teeth and staying chlamydia-free
Words: Lóa Hlín Hjálmtýsdóttir
Photo: Guðmundur Kristinn Jónsson

Time
Hello beautiful stranger, If you're
reading this, I'm going to take it
as a sign you've never been to
Airwaves before. Please note that
I'm going to give advice based on
myself, and not a twenty-yearold with pockets full of money
and a body bursting with endless
energy.

Don't arrive on Thursday and
leave on Sunday like some kind
of a maniac. Book your trip from
Tuesday to Monday and take it
easy. That way you can relax in
the winter darkness and go to
the local pools without stress.
(I'm not talking about the Blue
Lagoon; it's expensive and there's
hair everywhere.)

Housing
Book an AirBnB with your pals.
Then you can go to Bónus and
buy cheap food and you can
minimise your restaurant experiences to one nice place a
day, instead of three. I recommend Snaps on Óðinsgata for
the fish of the day, or Vínyl on
Hverfisgata—their vegan noodles are lovely. W hether you
book a hotel or AirBnB, don't
go much further than the postcodes 101, 107, or—if you are super healthy—105. We have lousy
public transportation, and no
Uber, so you’ll want to be able to
walk everywhere, especially after a long night.

Utensils
Get yourself a highlighter pen.
Then you can go through the
Airwaves schedule like a Pauline and organise yourself. Don't
show anyone your highlighted

Don't bring home a stuffed-puffin like a dork. Buy some local
music or local art, or go to Kolaportið and stuff your bag full of
blood pressure-raising liquorice,
and mittens and something.

Etiquette
You can try to speak Icelandic
but, in my experience, nobody
really cares that much. A “takk”
here and a “bless bless” there
is not going to make you better friends than just speaking
English like a normal visitor.
The people here are, in general,
pretty friendly, unless they are
drunk and wearing a T-shirt in
the middle of winter. That’s usually not a good sign.

Enjoy Airwaves
I hope you keep all your teeth and
have a good time.

FM Belfast
01:00 at Art Museum on Fri 3
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#GrapeWaves 2017
Come Airwaves with
us at the Grapevine
exhibition & off-venue
extravaganza
To celebrate Airwaves this year, we at
Grapevine are throwing a couple of special events.
First, we’ll be hosting a fancy exhibition of
our favourite Iceland Airwaves covers, from
over the years. It’ll be held at Gallery Port, an
independent art space at Laugavegur 23. From
Samaris to Sin Fang, Sprengjuhöllin, Ólafur
Arnalds, Skúli Sverisson, Retro Stefson and
Æla, it’s going to be a visual feast showing off
many of the country’s top bands from over the
years. There’ll be off-venue concerts in the gallery with beer provided for all-comers—or at
least early-arrivers—by Einstök, the number
one craft beer brand in Iceland. Check gpv.is/
airwaves17 for details.
We’re also partnering with Einstök to dish
out some #GrapeWaves goodie bags, stuffed with splendid stuff. Simply hashtag
your funniest festival Tweets and Instagrams with #GrapeWaves to enter, and
follow us at @rvkgrapevine to see who
wins. We’ll pick out our favourites each
day and dish out the prizes.
It could be you! JR

Gigs at the Grapevine
exhibition:
Wed, 1 NOV
17:15 TBC
18:15 TBC
Thurs, 2 NOV
17:15 Mighty Bear
18:15 sóley
Special thanks to Einstök Beer, Farmer's Market and 66° North for sponsoring the #GrapeWaves goodie bags.
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For newcomers—and even those who live here—there's a dizzying
selection of lcoal artists to choose from at Iceland Airwaves. With
that in mind, we thought we'd ask some local musicians to guide
you through what's on offer. We asked a rapper, a metal band, a
Eurovision star, a singer-songwriter, and an indie-punk band to be
our 2017 Airwaves Tipsters, and here's what they picked out.
Words:
Hannah Jane Cohen
& John Rogers

Birnir

Birnir's style is unfuckwithable. 90% of younger Icelandic
rappers are trying to steal his
sound now but there's nothing like the original. Most of
his stuff is produced by Young
Nazareth so you can't really go
wrong there. Birnir is dropping
his first mixtape soon and I
look forward to hearing it live.
KBE baby.

The Iceland
Airwaves Tipsters
What Icelandic musicians are
excited about in the 2017 lineup
Aron Can

The starboy. Needs no introduction. If Icelandic hip hop will
go global, Aron Can will take it
there.

Emmsjé Gauti

Iceland’s biggest today. Emmsjé
is one hard-working dude and
you can see for yourself why
he's a household name by seeing
him live.

Fræbblarnir

Herra Hnetusmjör
Herra Hnetusmjör translates to
“Mr. Peanut Butter,” but don’t
worry, he’s been sporting it way
before ‘Bojack Horseman.’ This
rapper is well known for having
the fastest, hardest-spitting flow
in the country, so if you’re looking
for a technically skilled artist with
a shit-ton of bangers, don’t miss
this show. In his own words, here
are the acts he’s excited to see.

I haven't really listened to them
but I know they are a punk band
from my town, Kópavogur, and
since rap is the modern punk
I'm excited to watch them and
see what I'll look like in 30 years.

Benny Crespo's Gang

Gunnar Ingi Jones: Benny Crespo's Gang is an indie rock band
with an off beat t wist. They
were my teen love. I haven’t seen
them live in years so I will be
checking them out for sure.

We Made God

Flóni

Flóni is one of the most talented guys I know. He produces all
of his stuff and is the first Icelander on that "emo rap" wave
(Lil Uzi, X X X Tentacion, Lil
Peep). His lyrics are full of honesty and self doubt. Flóni is one
of the leaders of the new-new
school. Get dat.

everything from black metal to
death into the genre, ultimately
producing an infectious mix even
newcomers to hardcore can appreciate. Guitarists Gunnar Ingi
Jones and Finnbogi Örn recommend the following five.

Une Misère
The hardcore boys of Une Misère
burst onto the scene earlier this
year, snatching up first place at
the Wacken Metal Battle Iceland
and claiming third at the finals
in Germany. The band brings an
experimental and unpretentious
take on hardcore music—mixing

GIJ: My love for We Made God
has no limits. They are good
friends of ours and have been
inspiring me since I was a young
musical padawan. Watching We
Made God live is an emotional
trip. If my life was a movie, they
would make the soundtrack.

SHAME

Finnbogi Örn: SHAME are UK
post-punk with a genuine original twist, not just a fucking
robot trying to mimic that guy
from Joy Division. They bring
something fresh to the table,
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A LOCAL FAVOURITE
FOR 17 YEARS

Experience tapas the Icelandic way, made with the freshest local
ingredients in an energetic and vibrant atmosphere.

TAPASBARINN – A MUST TRY IN ICELAND

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

Vesturgötu 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel. 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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and I’m ready to get socked in
the mouth at their show.
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Pinegrove

FÖ: Pinegrove! At Airwaves?
HOW?! I was thrilled to hear
that they were playing because
their last full length record was
one of my favorites of 2016. It’s
emo/Indie rock that works for
sad teens as well as miserable
adults. They’re a fantastic band
that I’m glad Airwaves has decided to put on this year.

Aldous Harding

FÖ: Aldous Harding is a New
Zealand folk artist. Her music
resonates with me in a place
where I’m drowned in generic
whisper folk artists that sing
about fucking wool sweaters.
Check out her video for ‘Blend,’
it’s great.

been a while and I am getting
impatient. I need some Sykur in
my life.

Sigrid

Sigrid, from Norway, is probably
going to be a good party. I have
only heard two of her songs but
they are so catchy, and I like her
attitude.

ing around my awareness for
a while, and I've never had the
chance to see her perform live.
She's an artist who delivers
from the core, uncompromising
and true, and will be a beauty to
see on stage.

MAMMÚT

dj flugvél og geimskip is fascinating to me. I have only seen
her play live with her band Skelkur í Bringu and that is really
an experience.

Mammút released a beautiful
new album this year and continue to amaze with their ambition and dedication to their
music and each other. They are
masters of two things I dearly love in a band: rawness and
friendship.

JóiPé X Króli

Glintshake

DJ flugvél og geimskip

I also have to see JóiPé X Króli.
It is really incredible how they
took the Icelandic music scene
by storm in such a short time.
I like their vibe and I hope it
translates to their live shows.
General good times.

Glintshake I've never seen live
but I caught the singer, Kate

Daði Freyr captivated Iceland
with his geek-chic electro-pop
in the Icelandic Eurovision finals. While he didn’t win, the
dark horse—complete with synchronized dancing and pixilated
sweaters—put on a performance
that has been talked about ever
since. Whatever he’s got planned
for Airwaves, it’s bound to be just
as iconic. Here are his favourite
five from the Airwaves lineup.

GusGus

Moses Hightower

First of all I have to mention
Moses Hightower. They have
been one of my favourite bands
since I first heard them but I
have only seen them once in
concert. Their new album is
amazing and I know they are going to deliver.

Sykur

Sykur have been a huge influence of mine and I am excited
to hear their new material. It’s

JFDR

Last but not least, I pick GusGus, a celebration of my soft
spot for an era I missed, and
also because of the fact that
dance music lives forever.

Jófríður Ákadóttir is a member of
GANGLY, Pascal Pinon, Samaris
and JFDR, (her solo project). She’s
always one of the busiest Icelandic artists during the Airwaves period—you’ll see her rushing from
stage to stage, a guitar on her back
and a keyboard in her hand. These
are Jófríður’s picks for the festival.

KÁRYYN

Káryyn's music has been float-

Skelkur í Bringu is positively
the most fun rock band around.
The day after their show I always end up bruised and in tatters, with a lingering feeling of
happiness. Their music is the
dark side of the Steinunn's (aka
DJ Flugvél & Geimskip) creative
world. MUST-SEE!

ANDI

Trying to explain the delightful musical world of ANDI is
futile—it‘s there to be experienced… and danced to. It’s so

beautiful and fun, and makes
life in this horrible world worth
living. ANDI is not part of the
official lineup, but you’ll be able
to catch him at off-venues (Bío
Paradís, 15:00 on Thursday,
amongst others).

amiina

amiina's ‘Fantomas’ was my favourite Icelandic LP of last year.
They will be performing their
eerie and hypnotic soundtrack
to the 1913 French silent film
classic at Bíó Paradís (Friday at
21:00). Definitely a highlight of
the festival.

Godchilla

I’ve just heard ‘Hypnopolis’ by
Godchilla for the first time, and
I’m super psyched about falling
into their live show. Loud but
simple, it’s an echoing storm of
sound. Smear it with beer, headbanging guaranteed.

Geisha Cartel

This band has a song called
‘10 Bleikir Símar,’ or ‘10 Pink
Phones,’ that I love, both for
its aesthetics and humour. It
makes me happy that hip-hop
is becoming both softer and
weirder. Expansion in any directions is a sign of movement
and growth.

Skelkur í Bringu

“The day after their
show I always end up
bruised and in tatters,
with a lingering feeling of
happiness”
NV, at Reeperbahn and am curious to see this band perform.
I also think we all ought to support these Russian visitors and
strengthen our ties for the upcoming football tournament.

Daði Freyr

tradition. Their live shows send
the crowd into a frenzy without
fail. Here are their recommendations from the Airwaves lineup.

Indriði

Grísalappalísa
Grísalappalísa are a true original, fusing a punk attitude with
comedy, rock ‘n’ roll energy, and
a healthy dose of Iceland’s poetic

Our multi-talented friend Indriði is also bringing a fresh
set to Airwaves, I believe. He
switches between lo-fi loops
and feelgood summer blues,
and has a mighty voice. If you
have a chance to see him, do it—
and get ready to fall in love.

e
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ADVENTURE AT SEA
WITH THE PROS – FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI
BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS

Tel: +(354) 519 5000

» REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI «
» REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI «

WHALE WATCHING
Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

NORTHERN
LIGHTS CRUISE

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

NLC AKUREYRI
Upon request for
groups
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Now in its 18th year, the annual
Iceland Airwaves Music Festival
has morphed into a much different event than when it first began.
Some youthful exuberance made
way for some rebellion, dabbling
with different styles and hanging
with different crowds. Most of all,
over the years it’s moved around
the city quite a bit. In 2017, along
with slashing the number of tickets for sale, the festival is basically “moving out of mom and dad’s
house”—aka the Harpa Concert
and Conference Centre.

Reykjavík Art Museum —
the longtime crown jewel of the
festival. Queue up early, and
good luck.

Iðnó – A fabulous theatre by the
pond with acoustics that melt
butter and a posh upscale décor.

Meet The Venues

Fríkirkjan – The sound in
this quaint, peaceful, shimmering pondside church is dazzling
even to the staunchest atheist.

Words: Rex Beckett Photos: Art Bicnick
Harpa has been the central
venue of the festival since the
concert hall’s opening in 2011,
prior to which Airwaves was
scattered all over the heart of
downtown in smaller venues
and concert halls. The presence of Harpa as a focal point
over the past few years has met
with mixed opinions—overall
quite positive—and while it did
tend to tempt large amounts of
people into staying in the one
location (often to avoid the elements), it had the drawback of
creating overcrowded, bottleneck lineups for the big name
bands scheduled to play there.
Festival attendees previously accustomed to the downtown venues felt it drew the festival away
from its downtown core, which
was always abuzz with a feeling
of “anything can happen” (while
you freeze your ass off in line).
Along with the reduction of
tickets, the absence of Harpa is
a an eyebrow-raiser for some,
but a rather refreshing return
to the run-around-town-between-queues festival model.
Its ubiquity in the festival will
surely be mourned by some, but
if you’ve never experienced an
Iceland Airwaves spent pounding the pavement between a dozen small clubs and concert halls
whilst chugging a beer out of a
plastic cup in the wind and trying to not lose your friends and
your phone and your coat and
your mind… well, that’s what
this festival is all about.
And Airwaves will still have
to go home for Hannukah! Two
special ticketed concerts will be
held there: Ásgeir—with Glowie
in support—and Fleet Foxes.

Hard Rock Café – This is corporate af, but all we can hope is
that there’s a Purple Rain display.

Gamla Bíó – A stunning oldschool theatre, renovated in
2013, good looking and sounding great.

Bíó Paradís – This lovely old
downtown movie theatre will
host a single show by amiina,
and it will be very much worthwhile.

Hverfisbarinn – A recently
re-opened stalwart of the central bar scene with a great new
stage and soundsystem.

Húrra – the party place to be.
It doesn’t hold as many people
as it looks like it should, so get
ready to sweat.

Hressingarskálinn – Casual by day, raucous by night, this
restaurant and bar has seen it
all and keeps going strong.

Gaukurinn – A metal/queer
bar for those who like it harder
and louder and hate xenophobia.

Þjóðleikhúsið – The National
Theatre of Iceland, a grand majestic hall, did not come to play
games.

Valshöllin – It’s a sports arena, and it sounds like one. Two
gigs will be hosted: GusGus &
Icelandic hip hop night, and
Mumford & Sons w ith A xel
Flóvent and Árstíðir (an extra
ticket is required for the latter).

H a r p a – “Mom a nd dad’s
house,” hosting only the Ásgeir
and Fleet Foxes shows.

Time bomb
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hike on A

CHASING ICE Tour
Glacier Hiking, Geothermal Bathing and
Global Warming talk for likeminded travellers
who are curious about the bigger picture.

last minute offers
Student discount

Bankastræti 10

tel. +354 855 9090

Operated by Icelandic Ice Cave Guides
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In partnership
wih Icelandair
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Scene Support

The Icelandair Music Initiative helps bands take flight

Icelandair is involved in a lot
more than just bringing people
to and from Iceland. They’re
also pretty firmly invested in
Iceland’s music scene. Icelandair has been the primary force
behind Iceland Airwaves since
the festival’s inception, but
they’ve also had their hand in
other efforts to bring Iceland’s
thriving music scene to the rest
of the world.
They are, for example, one

of the chief sponsors of Músíktilraunir, a battle-of-the-bands
competition between upcoming
young musicians who showcase
their material to a live audience,
more often than not for the first
time ever. Numerous Icelandic
acts that are now practically
household names got their start
at this festival, which is probably unsurprising: Músíktilraunir winners are awarded a slot
in the Iceland Airwaves festival

to bring their songs to a much
wider audience.
Icelandair’s efforts extend
further afield as well, in the
form of the Reykjavík Loftbrú
travel fund. Co-sponsored by
Icelandair, the City of Reykjavík, and music organizations
FÍH, STEF and FHF, this fund
grants Icelandic musicians the
chance to take their songcraft
abroad, possibly grabbing the
ear of a passing label, publish-

er or agent. For many emerging
musicians, this can prove invaluable—both to play in front
of foreign audiences, and also
to establish contacts in other
countries that could help their
progress considerably.
As such, it’s fairly safe to say
that Icelandair has done its part
in supporting Iceland’s music
scene. And you, through your
participation in the festival, are
helping to do your part, too.

Three 2017 Iceland Airwaves Performers Who Took Part In Músikraunir And
Received Support From Loftbrú In 2017

Vök

Consisting of dreamy electronic sounds,
breezy vocals and ethereal guitar drones,
Vök started off as a trio writing songs on
a whim in 2013. They composed their first
tracks to perform at Músiktilraunir, and of
course, they won. Later on they expanded
into a quartet, and are now known for their
dynamic sound that leaves you with tingles
down your spine. Their debut album ‘Figure’
was released in April 2017, and it’s not short
on bass-heavy dance music.

Fufanu

Not only do they look super cool, but they
sound super cool with a tight post-punk
style. Alt-rock band Fufanu began as a techno duo, known at the time as Captain Fufanu. Over time they added more instruments,
shortened their name, and have become internationally well-known since the release
of their debut album in 2015. They’ll soon
tour North America in partnership with the
Taste Of Iceland festival. They’re one to keep
an eye on—Fufanu is going to be your new
favourite discovery.

Mammút

A band doesn’t need to have chemistry to
make amazing music, but it sure does help.
Mammút have been putting out singles
since 2008. Now a five-piece, they’ve established a reputation as a force to be reckoned
with all across Iceland—their dreamy yet
rocking sound propelling them to win Best
Album and Best Song at the 2014 Icelandic
Music Awards. Their new album ‘Kinder Versions’ shows they’re spreading their
wings internationally. It’s their first album
in English, and breaks new ground for the
band, both as performers and lyricists.

2000 Naglabítar 1995 - 3rd place
Alexander Jarl 2013
Axel Flóvent 2014
Between Mountains- 2014 - 1st place
Ceasetone 2013
Fufanu 2009 as Captain Fufanu
Gróa 2017
Hórmónar-2016 1st place

129
In 2016
Loftbrú sponsored
flights for 129
musicians

Iceland
Airwaves
In
Numbers
207
Artists
229
Shows in Reykjavik
30
Shows in Akureyri
13
Venues in
Reykjavík
3
Venues in
Akureyri
7500
Tickets in
Reykjavík
1000
Tickets in Akureyri
500
Industry
professionals
attending

•

128
Loftbrú
musicians this
year—so far

Rythmatik 2015 - 1st place
Úlfur Úlfur performing with Bróðir
Svartúlfs 2009 - 1st place
Vök 2013 - 1st place
We Made God 2006 - 3rd place

Músíktilraunir In
Numbers
37
Músiktilrauniraffiliated bands performing at this years
Airwaves, with
9
in 1st place
2
in 2nd place
4
in 3rd place

17

JFDR and KOSMODOD performing
with Samaris – 2011- 1st place
Korter í flog 2017
Ljósvaki 2009 - 3rd place
Mammút 2004 - 1st place
Maus-1994 - 1st place
Omotrack-2017 - 3rd place
Par-ðar 2015 - 2nd place
Pascal Pinon 2009
Pashn 2017
Phlegm 2017 - 2nd place
Rugl 2016
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Músiktilraunir bands
this year:
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Finding a moment to talk to
musician and songwriter Ásgeir
Trausti Einarsson, aka Ásgeir, is
not easy. After the success of his
first album ‘Dýrð í Dauðaþögn,’
Ásgeir’s creamy voice has become an emblem of Icelandic
music abroad, evoking the peace
of gloomy winter nights. From
the United States to Japan, he’s
seen it all. Yet his stamina has
seriously been put to test this
year, with a three-month-long
tour that has taken him across
North America and, later this
year, Europe.
On the phone from Boston,
Ásgeir sounds tired but jovial.
“We’re just getting ready for
sound check right now,” he says.
His autumn tour began in Seattle
only three weeks ago, but since
then Ásgeir has travelled along
the entire West Coast of the United States, as well as some parts of
Canada, including Toronto and
Montréal. “We have ten days left
here and then two more stops
back home after this,” he adds.
“Then we head off to Europe.”

Going back to his
roots
Ásgeir is soft-spoken and relaxed, just like his music—a wave
of melodic folk that has the velvety texture of clouds. His latest
album, ‘Afterglow,’ was an effort
to go back to his roots and find
himself again as a musician after
years of touring and seeing the
world. “For quite a while I didn’t
really write that much so I felt
pretty lost when I began recording this album,” he explains. “I
went through some bad times
before I figured it out. So this is
what this album is for me. I had
to go through a certain process
to do this.”
Retracing his steps back to the
beginning is something that Ásgeir seems to enjoy, whether that
gives him emotional strength or
fuels new ideas. Despite the excitement that comes with touring and performing in front of
people, nothing compares to
coming home to Iceland. “I had
a concert in my hometown not so
long ago and I think going back
to my roots, where I started out,
is something really special,” he
says. “This year during Airwaves
I’ll also be in Akureyri. It’s great
to be a part of it.”

“I had a concert in my
hometown not long
ago, and I think going
back to my roots
is something really
special.”

Back On Track

Musician and songwriter
Ásgeir on his new album ‘Afterglow’ and finding himself again

Words: Alice Demurtas

The power of
performance
Even though Ásgeir seems excited
about touring, it took him a while
to get there. At the beginning of
his career, in fact, he wasn’t a

Photo: Guðmundur Jónsson
fan of giving live performances.
“I have become better at it and I
enjoy it for a different reason—
mainly because I can play around
with the songs, changing arrangements and things like that,” he explains. “I express myself through
music, melodies and chords.”

Seeing him live at Airwaves is
always an emotionally charged
experience. “I think music always
does that,” he says. “If you’re going through something, music
is always there to comfort you.”
Perhaps he’s right, but there’s no
denying that Asgeir’s voice has a
unique ability to transport you
away, softly tucked into a blanket
of words and melodies that will
make you feel safe and at peace,
wherever you are.

Ásgeir
20:50 on Friday 3 at Harpa
(extra ticket required), 23:10 on
Thurs 2 at Höf, Akureyri
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A glittering skull-shaped mask
appears from the fog, striding
out over the moss, with the rest
of his (or her?) visage covered
by black fabric. A golden hauberk-like hooded dress covers
their torso. This mysterious
figure is a different sort of drag
queen—a dark queen, really—
who releases ethereal electronic
music under the name Mighty
Bear.
The person behind the being
is Magnús Bjarni Gröndal. “Drag
is now at the level where you can
think, ‘Why should I present
myself as a woman or a man?’,”
he says. “Mighty Bear is just a
being, depending on the mood
I’m in.”
Also active as the frontman
of post-rock stalwarts, We Made
God, Magnús now makes music
as his drag persona, which sort
of shares his name—Magnús
Bjarni could be translated as
“Mighty Bear.”
“It’s really fun to be in a band,
but I wanted to do something
that’s mine,” says Magnús. “It’s
really just putting myself out
there, all the way, making really vulnerable, personal stuff,
pouring my heart out. This is
the glamour queen in me saying, hey, I’m doing something
where I can sparkle.”

Look the other
way
Mighty Bear’s most recent video, ‘Hvarf,’ was filmed by himself in the lava fields outside
of Hafnarfjörður. “I wanted to
be alone, walking in the lava
fields,” he explains. “It was only
supposed to be test footage, but
storms were coming in, so we
ended up using the footage.”
The video features the ominous figure of Mighty Bear in
the wild, melting in and out of
the twilight landscape. As well
as the music, lyrics and videos,
Magnús is the creator of his
spectacular outfits. “It’s a lot of
work, but I just enjoy black, dark
things,” he says. “I have a fun
and bubbly personality, but I enjoy fucking with the stereotype
that a gay man in drag only enjoys glitter. I also like darkness
and dread and horrible things.

Why not incorporate that into
my drag? We’re not all little unicorns.”
Mighty Bear’s music feels
p er s on a l a n d u n a p o l o g e tic, which fits the glamorous,
haunting aesthetic. “It was a little embarrassing walking outside of Hafnarfjörður like that,
but I also enjoyed it as a kind
of a ‘fuck you’ to everybody,” he
says. “I mean, who cares? Like
with homophobia—if you see
two men holding hands on Laugavegur, just look the other way
dude. If there’s a ghastly figure
walking around the lava fields,
so what?”

Black metal
queen

Darkness
& Dread

Mighty Bear’s genderbending electronica
Words Steindór Grétar Jónsson

Photo Jóel Andersson

“I like darkness and dread
and horrible things. Why
not incorporate that into
my drag? We’re not all
little unicorns.”

As a member of the perform a n c e g r o up D r a g- S ú g u r,
Mighty Bear performs regularly
in the recently resurgent Reykjavík drag scene. “There’s a great
vibe in the scene right now,” he
says. “It’s such a production. We
have to focus on the pleasure we
get from it, because that’s what
it’s all about. We also want to
build the queer music scene in
Iceland. It’s funny how Iceland
is liberal when it comes to this
stuff, but something’s missing
from the music scene. We have
Páll Óskar and that’s it. And he’s
safe and cool nowadays.”
Magnús confesses that his
distinct approach to drag got
some pushback from people
in the beginning. “As much as
I love drag, there are certain
stock characters in a lot of the
shows,” he says. “I wanted to
appeal to a different audience.
I grew up going to black metal
concerts and loving the shows.
With Drag-Súgur, I got a lot
of questions from people. ‘Are
you really gonna look like that?’
Yes, this is how I want to look!
It’s about expressing yourself
the way you want. There are no
rules, and even if there were, we
should break them. Drag queens
should be provocative.”

Mighty Bear
20:00 on Sat 4 at Húrra
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BUY DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO MAKE THEM

Skólavörðustígur 19
tel (+354) 552 1890

Borgartún 31
tel (+354) 552 1980

An exhibition about The
Guðmundur and Geirfinnur
case, the biggest and most
controversial murder investigation in Icelandic history.

Tryggvagata 15 (top floor),
101 Reykjavík
Mon–Thurs
Friday
Weekends

10:00–18:00
11:00–18:00
13:00–17:00

www.reykjavikcitymuseum.is
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50 Airwaves
Debutantes

slick, electronic soul-pop sound,
as heard on their debut single
‘Elevate.’ JR

Chase

What’s new and who’s who at Iceland Airwaves 2017
Words John Rogers, Alice Demurtas & Hannah Jane Cohen Photos Hörður Sveinsson
Iceland Airwaves is an
annual state - of-the u n i o n fo r I c e l a n d i c
music. As well as being
a who’s who of better
known acts, it’s also
the place to find the
best up -and- coming
artists from all corners of the country’s
thriving scene—from
gothic pop to pounding
techno, trashy rap, lo-fi,
punk, folk, metal, drag
and everything in between. You can expect
everyone who’s playing
to bring their A-game,
so take a chance, and
check out something
fresh. To help you navigate the teeming lineup, here’s our guide to
the 48 new bands who’ll
play Airwaves for the
very first time in 2017.

Between Mountains

This acoustic duo were the winners of the 2017 Músiktilraunir
battle-of-the-bands contest,

Mighty Bear

DJ Snorri Ástráðs

PASHN
joi n i ng such lum i naries at
MAMMÚT, Samaris and Agent
Fresco in the content’s alumnus.
Expect quiet, mellow acoustic
tunes with beguiling two-part
harmonies. JR

Birnir

AFK

Andartak is a solo producer who

One of the founders of seminal
Icelandic dance music collective
Thulé Records, Isar Logi Arnarsson has reinvented himself once
more as Cold, making
chilly beats backed with
minimal pulses, echoing
stabs and frozen synth
washes. JR
One of Reykjavík’s favourite DJs, Spegill knows
all the tricks to keep his
young crowd going late
into the night with a
mix of hip-hop and R&B.
Shy crowds are not his
favourite though, so let
your hair down and don’t
disappoint him. AD

A graphic designer by
day, Án also creates tightly-scored, softly-textured
techno/electronica with
a warm, humane thread
running through it. His
debut EP, ‘Ljóstillífun,’
made a great impression with those in the
k now, a nd propel led
him straight onto the
A i r w ave s l i neup. J R

Andartak

Cold

DJ Egill Spegill

Án

Vocalist and producer
AFK, aka Andri Fannar
Kristjánsson, made his
stage debut touring with
Högni Egilsson. His latest single, ‘Alone,’ is a pulsing,
late-night electronica track with
a simple hook and echoing background vocals. Fans of Burial
might appreciate this one. JR

Chase is a 17-year-old producer
and singer who recently put out
a languid RnB-inflected house
track called ‘Þekkir Þá.’ If you
always find yourself wondering what those Ibiza-flavoured
tracks playing in the kebab shop
are, this is for you. JR

Between Mountains
uses synths and drum machines
to create atmospheric, propulsive, retro electro-techno with
an analogue feel. A fan of improvising in response to the room,
this is dance music performed
without the aid of a safety laptop. JR

Birnir is a young rapper who’s
created massive hype in the Icelandic rap scene. Despite only
having two released songs, he
rocked a prime spot at Secret
Solstice, and opened for Yung
Thug. Give him a listen and
you’ll understand why—with a
chill vibe, he’s got a sound that
seamlessly blends the best of the
old school with trap. Win-win.
HJC

Blissful

From the artist formerly known
a s St e e d L ord (TA F K A SL),
Blissful is a new collaboration
between Svala Kali and Einar
Egils. The results to date are a

Snorri Ástráðs is only 16
years old, but his hip hop,
grime and trap-laden DJ
sets won him a place on
the Secret Solstice lineup
earlier this year. Expect guest
rappers, underage drin kers,
and enough tracksuits to carpet
Hallgrimskírkja. JR

Elli Grill

Elli Grill is best known for the
rap collective Shades Of Reykjavík, but his recent solo venture shows he can easily stand
on his own two, uh, bizarre feet.
Come for old school mixed with
trap sprinkled with a whole lotta moonshine and hobos. Yup,
you’ve been warned. HJC

Fever Dream

Vigdís Ósk Howser Harðardóttir, a former member of feminist rap collective RVKDTR, is
on the record as saying, “I want
people to be afraid of me.” She’s
also described her work as Twin
Peaks-inspired “horror rap.” Remember: at Airwaves, no-one
can hear you scream. JR
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ALL THE ICELANDIC BEERS
IN ONE AWESOME PLACE

+

ICELANDIC
CUISINE WITH
A TWIST
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If you love the smell of AutoTune
in the morning, you’re gonna
love Floni. There’s so much AutoTune plastered over their stuff
it’s physically (mechanically)
impossible for them to drop a
note over their down-tempo
RnB-pop. JR

Fox Train Safari

If you’re a fan of Tarantino
s o u n dt r a c k s , P a u l ’s
Boutique-era Beastie
Boys or, for that matter, The Commitments,
you might enjoy the ‘70s
funk-inflected compositions of Fox Train Safari, which comes complete with brass trills,
guest vocalists, and lots
of wik ka-wik ka wahwah malarkey. JR

the room, and you’ve got GDRN.
Make-out music at its softest.
AD

HOLY HRAFN

HOLY HRAFN describes himself
as “a space cowboy that makes
t hat wei rdcore-h iphop a nd
speaks cool gibberish or sumeran or something.” Sounds bizarre? Yes, but not far from the
truth. Come trip without sub-

pounding techno and twinkling
electronica, and you’re having a
“Bitch, please” moment with Icelandic-language rap, you could
happily reset your head here. JR

JóiPé X Króli

JóiPé and Króli are the refreshing response to that I-amso-hardcore-and-cool rap the
Icelandic scene has become
inundated with. Their happy
banger “B.O.B.A.”
takes the bad-bitches idea and turns it
on its head. Think
a girlfriend who
a lways screen s
your messages and
makes you pay for
ever y thing. Fuck

Geisha Cartel

Geisha Cartel has that
mumble-trap sound you
crave when it’s 6 AM and
you’re stuck at an after
pa r t y. T h i n k smooth
beats, a shit-ton of AutoTune, and that too-coolfor-you at tit ude on ly
teenagers can project. So
show up, and remember
to wear as much Gucci as
you can. HJC

Godchilla

Gróa

Another inclusion from the
annua l Músi k ti lraunir contest, Gróa employs the unusual
combination of tinkling piano
and riot grrl screaming. The
two tunes they have online to
date are resolutely lo-fi practice
room recordings that sound like
a tween Le Tigre. JR

GDRN

Take a long-haired girl with
blinding cheek highlight, make
her walk into a downtown club
on a Friday night in the direction of a tie-wearing guy looking over from the other side of

Mighty Bear

Iceland’s resurgent drag scene is
colourful, rich and varied, and
Mighty Bear is one of the artists
who crosses over into creating
original music. Expect glamourous, glittering gowns, MF
Doom-goes-disco face masks,
and dark, sweeping electronica.
JR

Octal Industries

This techno collaboration between Icelandic
producer Jonas Thor
Gudmundsson, a ka
Ruxpin, and his US cohort Michael Sickinger
has been running since
2004. 13 years later,
they ’l l f i na l ly bri ng
their feel-good beats to
the stage at Airwaves.
JR

Omotrack

Godchilla

Iceland’s surf-punk-vampires-of-doom trio—aka
The Batcat, Nosferadude
and The Glampire King—
arrive on the Airwaves
lineup for the first time
following their hit 2017
single ‘Dracoola.’ You’ll
ex perience dark ness,
B-movie glamour, and a
raging case of tinnitus. JR

rock trio, Korter í flog’s output
to date illustrates an unsettling
sound that bounces between
in-the-red, thrashy punk music, and something reminiscent
of creepy, out-of-tune, satanic
post-rock lullabies. JR

Joey Christ
that shit. HJC

Joey Christ
Gróa
stances while hearing everything you never knew you needed in hip-hop. HJC

Indriði

Recently signed to the N YCbased figureight label, Indriði
plays mellow, jangly guitar music, like an Icelandic Kurt Vile.
That said, he also recently released a single of raging electronica, so who knows what to
expect? And that’s how we like
it, tbh. JR

Jana

An actress as well as a musician,
Jana plays grown-up music with
a jazz inflection and a torchsong voice. If you’re done with

Joey Christ does everything from
turnt bangers (‘Joey Cypher’) to
laid-back autotune trap (‘Túristi’). His show is guaranteed to be
one of the biggest rap nights of
Airwaves, so if you want to see
and be seen, pull out your coolest sneakers, don a Kappa tracksuit, and get drunk. HJC

KÁ-AKÁ

KÁ-AKÁ provides exactly what
the Icelandic music scene was
missing: a new shades-wearing
rapper who magically floats into
space under a rainfall of tablets.
Don’t be fooled: KÁ-AKÁ only
takes cod liver oil pills. Life’s too
short to forego a daily dose of vitamin D, after all. AD

Korter í flog

A hyper lo-fi post-punk/noise-

One of the runners-up
i n M ú s i k t i l r a u n i r,
Omot rack i s a ba nd
based around brothers Markús and Birkir
Bjarnason, who were
brought up in Ethiopia.
They incorporate the
music of their childhood, with some unexpected
brass flourishes in their neat ‘n’
tidy indie-rock sound. JR

Paunkholm

If all this sounds a bit too cool
and contemporary for you, then
don’t worry. Paunk holm are
bringing it with their acoustic
soft-rock ballads. And not you,
me, Bono, Chris Rea, or anyone
we know can stop them. JR

PASHN

PASHN is an Icelandic pop-electron ic duo formed by Ragnhildur Veigarsdóttir and Ása
Bjartmarz. By combining dark
electro-pop with pulsing, murky
synths and crystal-clear vocals,
PASHN blend a sense of the ethereal with real grooves. HJC

Phlegm

A not her r u n ner-up i n t he
Músiktilraunir contest, Reyk-

R E Y K J AV Í K
Laugavegur 28b

Iceland Airwaves
Off venue line up
Wednesday - 1.nov
16:30 Señor MescaLine
17:25 Vital - Oriola 701 (LV)
18:20 Vegan Klíkan
19:15 Gnúsi Jones (AabaDub)

New
menu

Thursday - 2.nov
16:30 KverK
17:15 Mt. Shaker
18:10 Lefty Hooks & The Right Thingz
19:25 Mosi Musik
Friday - 3.nov
16:30 Knuckles (SE/IS)
17:25 IDK | IDA (DK)
18:20 Röskva
19:15 Napoleon IIIrd (UK)
Saturday - 4.nov
16:30 Kosmodod
17:25 Sakaris (FO)
18:20 Gunnar Jónsson Collider
19:15 Heiðrik (FO)
Sunday - 5.nov
16:30 HOLY HRAFN
17:25 Terry Cummingz(TC)
18:20 Fu Kaisha
19:15 Madonna & Child
Opening Hours:
Weekdays: 14:00-01:00
Weekends: 14:00- 03:00
/boston.reykjavik

/bostonbarreykjavik
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javík two-piece Phlegm brought
some searing hardcore noiserock to the table. Expect furiously distorted riffing, apoplectic
drums, and a heavily bearded
man shouting in Icelandic. JR

Plúsvídd

Formed of Xylic & Daveeth, Plúsvidd makes melodic, spacious,
fun electronic music with an
acid twist. Their tunes
so fa r var y bet ween
slow, minimal darkness
and up-tempo happy
bitcore, and they’re at
their best live—check
them out if you need to
wake up. JR

ROHT

These guys are absolutely not
fucking around. ROHT is a wall
of sound punk-thrash-noisehardcore car wreck metal disaster whose five-track self-titled
EP clocks in at just under ten
minutes long. Good shit, this. JR

Skaði Þórðardóttir

A pro ducer a nd p er for mer

cal. Absolutely one to watch. JR

Special-K

Katrín Helga’s first solo album
explores the difficulties of a life
saturated with anxiety, high expectations, and too little time.
The angst of Generation Y has
never sounded so appealing,
blooming in full poetic beauty through Katrín’s nightingale-like voice. AD

Sycamore Tree

With the recent release of ‘Shelter,’ Reykjavík band Sycamore

PRANKE

Fans of BATTLES might
enjoy the two-man power-noodling of PRANKE,
who complicate their
compositions with eccentric guitar solos and
twitchy timing changes,
roaring onto the stage
like a home-built drag
car with a stuttering
engine. JR

Tappi Tíkarrass

A punk band that started in the
1980s, featuring, at the time, the
talents of one Björk Guðmundsdóttir, Tappi Tíkarass (“Cork
The Bitch’s Ass”) reformed last
year for a handful of shows.
Björk is now absent, but it’s a
chance to check out a piece of
punk history. JR

Une Misère

Hardcore band Une Misère unexpectedly snatched up first
place at this years Wacken Metal Battle, also taking
third place at the finals
in Germany. They have
an artistic take on the
genre, crossing boundaries bet ween black
metal, death metal, and
everything in between.
HJC

Warmland

Wa rm la nd is A rnar
Guðjónsson and Hrafn
Thoroddsen, who’ve
prev iously been i nvolve d w it h L e aves
and Ensími. Together, they present calm,
dow n-t emp o g u it a r
music that they describe as “velvet pop”
and “honey lounge.” A
sticky, tactile album is
promised in 2018. JR

Une Misère

Rari Boys

If you prefer your music
with extra Xanax, go see
the Rari boys. Their music is almost inhumanly
chill—great for when
you want to daze out but
probably not the best
for a pre-game. Have
fun, but be careful not
to depress yourself too
much. HJC

Young Nazareth

ROFOROFO

Somewhere in a swamp
copse of trees at midnight, you’ll find ROFOROFO, tripping their
balls off, channeling
Syd Barrett and and the trippiest moments of The Beatles’
back catalogue, with orchestral
arrangements that sound like
they’re sinking into the sea.
Nice. JR

Röskva

One of the founders of Reykjavík
Weirdcore collective, and one
half of the duo Tanya & Marlon,
Röskva identifies as a shaman
witch whose performances are
electron ic ceremon ies. T he
results? Mysterious, pulsing,
spacious electronic music. And
magic. Maybe. JR

ROFOROFO
k now n for her pun k-electro
drag performances, Skaði came
up through the loca l DragSúgur variety night, which has
blossomed into a rich breeding
ground for new underground
performers. Expect dark glamour and poundi ng, t w isted
synth-pop. JR

Sólveig Matthildur

One of the faces behind the
MYRKFÆNI alt-music organisation, Sólveig Matthildur’s solo
work is a beautiful, soaring take
on gothy electronic shoegaze,
with spacious, echoing synths
and a powerful, singular lead vo-

Tree cemented themselves as
one of most romantic indie/folk/
genre-crossing acts around. The
duo combines relaxed ethereal
melodies with soft violins—the
perfect soundtrack for a glass of
wine. HJC

Sylvia

This energetic 21-year-old has
had Icelandic teenagers hooked
on her languid pop tunes for a
while. Her saccharine lyrics are
not what dreams are made of,
but they’re so catchy you’ll find
yourself on the dancefloor before you can say “lit.” AD

TSS

If you stepped inside a marshmallow while you were tripping
on mushrooms you’d have an
idea of what it feels like to touch
TSS’s music. If Nonni’s clicking
consonants aren’t enough to
make you tremble with pleasure,
his slightly ‘60s vibe will do the
trick. AD

Young Nazareth

Are you dead? Well Sturla Atlas’s Young Nazareth will help
you rise from the grave with the
biblical beats you've been praying for. Known for playing the
freshest hip-hop and R’n’B available, he’s a resident DJ at Prikið
known for doling out the sacrament of… turnt parties? HJC

Ösp

Forget Taylor Swift; Ösp blends
old-fashioned Icelandic country
songs with the striking performance of classical music while
still keeping it cool like glacier
water. This is what Icelandic
nature sounds like in the winter—powerf u l, mela nchol ic
and heart-wrenching in its raw
beauty. AD
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NORTHERN
LIGHTS BY BOAT
THE ORIGINAL
NORTHERN LIGHTS
BY BOAT TOUR
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Free Wi-Fi
Pickup Service
Warm Overalls

AIRWAVES SPECIAL OFFER!

15%
ONLINE
DISCOUNT
promo code:

SCHEDULE
SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

22:00 21:00 21:00 21:00 21:00 21:00 21:00* 22:00

AIR17

BOOK NOW!

Adults 10.990 ISK | Children (7-15) 50% OFF | Children (0-6) FREE
*22:00 (01 Sep-30 Sep & 15 March-15 April ) | 21:00 ( 1 October - 14 March )

+354-560-8800

specialtours.is

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

info@specialtours.is
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K Á R Y Y N is a producer, composer and vocalist who makes mysterious, affecting and emotional
electronic music. An American
of Syrian-Armenian descent, she
was born in Alabama and raised
in Indiana, but spent much of her
early life in Syria—a period that
had a strong influence on her
work as an artist.
“As it is for everyone, my
memories make up my identity,” explains Káryyn. “It’s like
I’ve put on an oxygen tank and
I’m diving in, swimming around
to see what’s back there. Is the
thing that I remember really
what happened? What’s the difference between the happening
truth and the remembering
truth? I’ve found there really is
no difference. It’s your emotional response to experiences that
makes up your reality.”
On the T hursday Nov 2,
K Á R Y Y N will play at the Iðnó
theatre. The show is part of her
first-ever tour, having spent
years honing her approach to her
art alone. “It’s been 8 years since
I’ve performed live under any
name,” she explains. “I made music in my room privately. I didn’t
share, and people were asking if
I still made music. It was really
about me cultivating myself as an
artist until I got to a point where
I thought this work could add to
the artistic dialogue. Now it’s
worthy enough to be part of it.”

The Björk factor
Káryyn spent much of her youth
in music, performing live in Los
Angeles, but then she retreated,
both socially and artistically. “I
was basically in isolation,” she
says. “I was a hermit and spent
time in reflection. When you do
that, you’re able to look at yourself and the things you’ve seen
and known. And you wonder
what it all means. It’s not just
about the past, but integrating it
to the present.”
In fact, one of the only recent
projects she’s has been involved
with is the opera ‘Of Light’—a
collaboration with theatre director and friend Samantha Shay
under the tutelage of Marina
Abramovic. After it premiered
last year in Reykjavík, Björk
raved about K Á R Y Y N’s music,
prompting media comparisons
between the two. “If you make a
sound that’s not with a guitar,
and you’re a composer and a pow-

“I hope people
are excited to go
into the unknown
with me. That’s
where I’m the most
comfortable.”

Trust The
Unknown

After years in isolation,
K Á R Y Y N is in the limelight
Words Steindór Grétar Jónsson
erful, imaginative woman, you
will be compared to her,” laughs
Káryyn. “It’s an honour—she’s a
legend.”

Vibing and
connecting

The work she’s released so far

under the K Á R Y Y N moniker
has been met with rave reviews.
Bringing it to the stage, however,
is a new challenge. “I was hesitant about releasing,” she says.
“I’m a very private person, trying to negotiate being in front of
people. Now that I’m bringing it

to the stage, I want to honour the
sounds I’ve designed. It’s a total
dream to do so at Airwaves.”
“I’m just excited about going
on stage and having communion
with my audience,” she finishes.
“It’s like meditation—showing
up and being present, one song
at a time, vibing and interconnecting with the audience. I have
no idea what that’s going to be
like. Each experience is different.
I hope people are excited to go
into the unknown with me, and
to trust the unknown, because
that’s where I’m most comfortable.”

KÁRYYN
22:50 on Thurs 2 at Iðnó
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Reykjavík, October 2, 2017

A STATEMENT
FROM HATARI
To whom it may concern at the Reykjavík Grapevine: We decline your request for an interview, we instead
ask you publish the following words of Noam Chomsky. We demand this in light of the political climate in
which Iceland Airwaves takes place, locally and globally, in the past weeks and recent years. We would
like to add that we offer no alternative to neoliberalism; we can imagine no such alternative just as a fish
cannot imagine being removed from the ocean or as none of us can imagine the doom at hand.
If you take a look at recent history since the Second World War, something
really remarkable has happened. First,
human intelligence created two huge
sledgehammers capable of terminating our existence, or at least organized
existence, both from the Second World War. It was immediately obvious
on August 6th, 1945 that soon technology would develop to the point where it would lead to terminal disaster.
Scientists cer tain ly understood
this. In 1947 the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists inaug urated its famous
doomsday clock—how close is the minute hand to midnight? And then there’s the environmental disaster, which
wasn’t much thought about in 1945.
It turns out, we now understand, that
at the end of the Second World War the
world also entered into a new geological epoch. It’s called the anthropocene,
the epoch in which humans have a severe impact, maybe disastrous, on the
environment. There was a sharp spike
in such activity and disaster in 1945. So
geologists pretty much date the origin
of the anthropocene to about the same
time as the nuclear age. Observing that,
the analysts moved the clock to three
minutes to midnight in 2015, the closest it had been since 1984. Immediately

after the Trump election the
clock was moved again to t wo
and a ha l f m i nutes to m id n ig ht .
T he closest it ’s b e en si nce 1953 .
So there are the two existential
threats we’ve created. Then a third
thing happened. Around the ‘70s, human intelligence dedicated itself to
eliminating, or at least weakening, the
main barrier against these threats.
It’s called neoliberalism. There was a
period of transition from what some
people call regimented capitalism,
the ‘50s and ‘60s, the great growth
period, with egalitarian growth and
advances in social justice and so on.
That changed in the ‘70s with the onset of the neoliberal era that we’ve been
living in since. If you ask yourself what
this era is, its crucial principle is undermining mechanisms of social solidarity
and mutual support and popular engagement in determining policy. Freedom
means subordination to the decisions
of concentrated, unaccountable private
power. That’s what it means. The institutions of governance or other kinds of
association, which could allow people
to participate in decision-making, are
systematically weakened. Margaret
Thatcher said it rather nicely in her
aphorism, “There is no society—only

individuals.” She was actually (unconsciously no doubt) paraphrasing Marx,
who in his condemnation of the repression in France said the repression is
turning society into a sack of potatoes—
just individuals, a mass that can’t act
together.
That was a condemnation. For Thatcher it’s an ideal. And that’s neoliberalism. We destroy, or at least undermine,
the governing mechanisms in which
people, at least in principle, can participate. So weaken them, undermine
unions and other forms of association,
and leave a sack of potatoes. Meanwhile, transfer decisions to unaccountable private power all in the rhetoric of
freedom. What does that do? The one
barrier to the threat of destruction is an
informed and engaged public acting together to develop means to confront the
threat and respond to it. That’s systematically weakened for people to become
more passive and apathetic. For people
not to disturb things too much. That’s
what the neoliberal programs do. So put
it all together and what do you have? A
perfect storm.

Hatari
22:20 on Thur 2 at Gamla Bíó
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15:30-15:30

SUNDAY 29TH OCT
-

Hip Hop TBD
Hip Hop TBD
Hip Hop TBD
Hip Hop TBD
Hip Hop TBD

Hewkii
Stormur C:
Ari Frank
Reggie Óðins
Suð
Feigðin
Man in between (SP)
KIA (LA)
Skaði
Meistarar dauðans
Johnny and the rest

THURSDAY 2ND NOV

FRIDAY 3RD NOV

Beware the blue sky
Dýrðin
Kíma
Casio Fatso
Hector Rektor
Rythmatik

Kalli
Keto (UK)
Lefty Hooks & the right thingz
Eif (DK)
Kvika
Morning Bear (US)
Lucy in Blue
Captain Syrup
I AM HALO (US)

16:15-16:45
17:00-17:30
17:45-18:15
18:30-19:00
19:15-20:00
20:15-20:45
21:00-21:30
21:45-22:15
22:30-23:00
23:15-00:00

13:15-13:45
14:00-14:30
14:45-15:15
15:30-16:00
16:15-16:45
17:00-17:30
17:45-18:15
18:30-19:00
19:15-20:00

MONDAY 30TH OCT

Located at Laugavegur 30
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TUESDAY 31ST OCT

WEDNESDAY 1ST NOV

Mood
Rose Manson
Rakkar
Uggla
Seint
Sunnyside
Rót
Kíma
Óværa
Future Figment
Skrattar

ÍRiiS
Blakkát
MaríaViktoría
Sigurður Ingi
Mighty Bear
Grúska Babúska
-

SATURDAY 4TH NOV

SUNDAY 5TH NOV

Graveyard club (US)
Bee and the Bluebirds
Nexion
Una Stef
Omotrak
Kría
Beggi Smári
Snorri Helga

Bexband
Bláskjár
Dead Bird lady (FR)
David Bavas (UK)
Skúli Mennski
Óregla
Fræbblarnir
Revenge of Calculon (UK)
Sturle Dagsland (NO)
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Sólveig Matthildur takes to the
murky stage of Húrra, dressed
in black and bathed in red light.
She surveys the crowd coolly as
she starts the backing track—a
warm tide of synths, strings
and slow beats spills from the
speakers. She paces the stage,
swaying and closing her eyes,
her face lost in a cloud of blonde
hair, and in the deep pulse of the
music. She steps to the mic and
reveals an expressive, powerful
vibrato voice that hangs gracefully within the fog of sound.
The visual, emotional, and aural
impact is a jolt of electricity—
Sólveig’s music feels like a clear
channel for the communication
of raw emotion.
The emotion in question is
given away in the title of her
first solo album: ‘Unexplained
Miseries & The Acceptance of
Sorrow’. “It’s sadness, the album,” she says, a few days later,
sitting in spitting summer rain
outside a downtown café. “I had
a breakup in March, so perhaps
it makes sense with that. The
‘Unexplained Miseries’ were
made before the breakup, but
I could kind of feel it coming...
the ‘Acceptance of Sorrow’ was
made after. I also got obsessed
with the colour red, so that’s
why everything’s red: the artwork, and what I’m wearing
now.”

Internal picture
D e s pit e t he s e mel a nchol ic
themes, Sólveig is a hugely active presence in the local scene.
As well as being a member of
synth-gloom band Kælan Mikla,
she’s also one of the people running the Hið Myrka Man record
label, and the driving force—
along with collaborator Kinnat
Sóley—behind the new underground music magazine Myrkfælni. It’s an interesting contrast
between expressions of deep
sadness, and constant activity.
“Wel l, you have ups and
downs,” says Solveig. “When
you’re down, maybe you get
ideas; when you come back up,
you make them happen. It’s a
good balance. When you feel
something, I like that you can
put it down in words, or music,
or painting, and you can look at
it. There’s the picture inside of
you—what you feel—and then
you bring it out to understand
it. W hen you have clouds in
your mind, you can think, ‘This
makes no sense, what should I
do?’, but if you say it out loud it
can actually be really simple.”

Just doing it

Mind
Clouds
And
Exploding
Hearts
Sólveig Matthildur
synthesizes emotion
into music
Words Steindór Grétar Jónsson

Photo Hrefna Björg

“I feel my heart explodes
when I sing.”
In keeping with Sólveig’s DIY
aesthetic, the a lbum was
self-released on Bandcamp, almost spontaneously. “I decided to release it because I have
some gigs in Europe this year,”
she explains. “I wanted to have
something to sell to people, because that’s how you get money.
I asked Kinnat, ‘Should I just do
it?’, and she said ‘Yes!’, so I asked
her to make a cover and just uploaded it to Bandcamp.”
Her attitude to touring is
similarly independent. “Kælan
Mikla has a label in Athens, but
we organise the tours ourselves.
I like being able to say: ‘Let’s go

to Lubljana on this day, and then
play in the middle of nowhere,
and rent a cottage, and listen to
the wolves.’ It’s much nicer than
going onto the tour bus. I don’t
think that’s ‘the dream.’”
S o, w h at i s t he d re a m?
Sólveig pauses, thoughtfully.
“I just really like being onstage
and singing,” she finishes. “It’s
a real release. I feel my heart
explodes when I sing. I can’t explain it—but I’m happy I’m doing it.”

Sólveig Matthildur
20:00 on Sat 3 at Iðnó
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young. Because it’s the beginning, I wanted to make sure everybody knew my name before
getting any further.

2. Túristi Feat. Birnir (Prod.
Young Nazareth)

‘Joey’
by Joey
Christ
Track by track
Words Steindór Grétar Jónsson

Photo Hörður Sveinsson

“When this track was
made people across the
world felt a new force
awaken in the Icelandic
hip-hop scene.”
which featured appearances
from Herra Hnetusmjör, Birnir
& Aron Can. Its slick Costco-themed video has racked
up almost 400,000 views on
YouTube. His debut mixtape
‘Joey’ followed fast on its heels.
We asked the artist to talk us
through it.

1. Ísland (Prod. Young Nazareth)
Joey Christ burst onto the Icelandic rap scene with the dream
team collab track ‘Joey Cypher,’

‘Ísland’ is the opening track and
mission statement. It’s a turntup anthem featuring a sample
from ‘Jóhann’ by Súkkat, which
I listened to a lot when I was

In this laid-back track, Birnir
and I get honest, taking a moment to speculate on our lives
while singing an ode to tourists
roaming the streets of Reykjavík, looking for that which
they’ll never have.

3. Hanga Með Mér Feat.
Yung Nick (Prod. Young
Nazareth)

When this track was made people across the world felt a new
force awaken in the Icelandic
hip-hop scene. Jóhanna (Yung
Nick) and I are letting everybody
know that it ain’t safe anymore.
Latch on to your friends and
loved ones because if you hang
with us, you might go crazy.

4. Floni Skit

This is just a brief phone call,
making sure heartthrob and
superstar-in-the-making Floni
is feeling fine. You gotta make
sure he’s all right from time to
time.

5. G-Blettur Feat. Krabba
Mane (Prod. Young Nazareth)

Here I’m joined by Beige Boy and
Geisha Cartel affiliate Krabba
Mane who provides the hook
and one killer verse for this
playful banger. We’re just joking
around, being braggadocious
and searching for a fuck to give.
Shout out to Krabba’s mom!

6. Ísvélin feat. Sturla Ari
(Prod. Auður)

T he play f u l ness cont i nues
on this track produced by local starboy Auður. I’m talking
ab out goi ng to Hvera gerði
where a famous novelty park,
Eden, burned to the ground a

few years ago, and buying an ice
cream machine to place on my
wrist. Auður showed me this
funny beat and I jumped on it,
freestyling. My friend Sturla
finished it off.

7. Nýjum Bí l Feat . G eisha Cartel & Floni (Prod.
Bleache & Young Nazareth)

On ‘Nýjum Bíl,’ we got Bleache
on the beat and Geisha Cartel
going ham alongside Floni and
I. Recorded at the Cartel’s first
visit to 101derland studio, this
track marks the first time we all
collaborated. The vibe was clear,
everyone was on the same wave
and it was born in a matter of
minutes. Young Naza then added his special spice afterwards.

8. Joey Cypher feat. Herra
Hnetusmjör, Birnir & Aron
Can (Prod. Young Nazareth)

This was my first single, and the
biggest Icelandic rap song in recent history. Combining prominent figures in the local hip-hop
scene, it’s catchy as fuck. Peep
the music video too, it’ll make
you want to go to Costco and
spend all your dough.

9. G ell a M ega m ix feat .
Völli, Logi Pedro, Birnir,
Gum-Gum Clan, 1985! and
probably some more people
(Prod. Floni)

‘Gella’ was originally released
by video committee 12:00. The
song features Gucci Boy Völli
and production by Floni, with
local scholars Snorri Másson
and Ótti appearing in the video.
‘Gella’ was my favourite song of
2016 so I felt I needed to make a
remix for the tape.

Joey Christ
00:15 on Wed 1 Reykjavík Art
Museum, 21:00 on Thurs 2 at
Posthúsbarinn, Akureyri
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Old School Rockers,
Away From Their
Day Jobs
Words Valur Gunnarsson
Photo Aldís Pálsdóttir

Some of the Legends of ‘80s
and ‘90s Icelandic music
play Iceland Airwaves 2017
Airwaves. That time of year
when annoying youngsters fill
the streets with their unbridled
joy, loudness and new-fangled
music (this magazine is infested with it: check pages 22-33).
But for people who prefer their
rock stars to be over 50, and
preferably Members of Parliament, thankfully the festival
has something else to offer.
For those who love to relive the glory days of Icelandic punk in 1982, there is the
semi-legendary art punk band
Tappi Tíkarass (Fri 3, 23:30,
Gaukurinn). Best known for

being Björk’s first band, they
came to prominence with an
electrif ying performance in
the documentary ‘Rokk í Reykjavík.’ 16-year-old Björk, dressed
up like a doll, was even the star
of the film poster. She went on
to greater things, as did her
co-singer Eyþór Arnalds. He
became the bare-chested cellist
for ‘90s supergroup Todmobile,
before being elected to Reykjavík’s City Council, and then
doing the same thing in the
neighbouring municipality of
Árborg. Bass player Jakob Smári
Magnússon played with virtu-

ally everyone before becoming
a salesman, and guitarist Eyjólfur Jóhannesson co-founded
supergroup SSSól. Now Tappi
have reformed, sans Björk, and
are working on a new album.
Eyþór, whose political career
was temporarily derailed after
he drunk-drove, rockstar-like,
into a lamppost, will probably
keep his shirt on this time.
Second generation pun ks
HAM (Sat 4, 23:00, Reykjavík
Art Museum), who originally
formed in 1988, are also notable
for their extracurricular activities. Singer/guitarist Sigurjón
Kjartansson later became a
member of the wildly popular
comedic duo Tvíhöfði, alongside
(now former Reykjavík mayor)
Jón Gnarr, and has since turned
his attention to screenwriting.
Vocalist Óttarr Proppé is the

current Minister of Health,
pending the next elections,
which were scheduled to occur
after his party brought down
the government coalition. HAM
may be one of the only active
punk/metal bands in the world
today with a sitting member of
government in it, but do they
still rock? In all likelihood, yes.
We’ll find out soon enough.
One living legend unlikely to enter politics anytime soon is singer-songwriter Megas (Thurs 2,
23:40, Þjóðleikhúsið), whose
debut was way back in ‘72, and
is now aged 72 himself. Megas
brought poetr y to Icelandic
rock, and is often mentioned in
the same breath as Nobel Prize
winner Halldór Laxness. Still,
he’s lost none of his trademark
irreverence, as he proved at his
last gig on Reykjavík Culture
Night, where he sang a one and
a half hour version of Gavin
Bryar’s arrangement of an unknown homeless man singing
the same line over and over
again. The performance was
well-attended, but only hardcore fans stuck it out to the end.
We never know what to expect
from Megas—but expect this to
be good.
For those who prefer their
nostalgia tinged with the ‘90s,
there is 1994 Músiktilraunir battle of the bands winner, Maus
(Fri 3, 21:20, Gamla Bíó), who
can perhaps be described as
artsy guitar rock. Guitarist Páll
Ragnar Pálsson now writes classical music, while singer Birgir
Örn Steinarsson is a psychologist and screenwriter, but the
band has returned to celebrate
20 years since the release of the
seminal album ‘Lof mér að falla
að þínu eyra.’
Finally, there’s 200.000
Naglbítar (Fri 3, 20:20, Gamla Bíó), who landed third place
in the 1995 Músiktilraunir. Over
the subsequent decade, they
scored a number of hits with
their rather joyful pop in the
local charts, but singer Vilhelm
Anton Jónsson is perhaps best
known as a TV personality and
an author of science books for
children. They are working on
a new album now, but as they
and Maus are still in their early forties, perhaps they’ll have
their own political parties by
the 2020s. I wonder what that
will do to everyone’s ‘90s nostalgia? Until then, we can see them
play, and party like it’s 1995.
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Álafoss
Wool Store

The first Wool Store in Iceland - Since 1896

Come and shop where History meets quality in
the wonderful Álafosskvos - just 20 minutes from the city center

EST. 1896
Álafoss Store, Álafossvegi 23, 270 Mosfellsbær
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We at Grapevine have some diverse (some might say “complementary,” others “wildly incompatible”) music tastes. The office
stereo regularly blares out anything from grinding noise to black
metal, punk, rap, techno, dreampop, krútt indie stuff, and pretty
much everything in between. With
that in mind, we asked some of our
team to pick out their favourite
Icelandic tracks of 2017.

This Year’s
Must-Hears

fectly with Jófríður’s beautifully
haunting vocals, and incredibly
remorseful, heartbroken lyrics.

Grapevine contributors’
top Icelandic tracks of 2017

Valur Grettisson
Án - Ljóstillífun
Rex Beckett
Kælan Mikla - Hvernig
kemst ég upp

This is the kind of track that
would whip a goth club into
a gallowdance frenzy—backs
bending into deep arches, spins
into swan-kicks, f lowing extended arms entangling overhead, a room full of black chiffon artfully gyrating in ironic
melancholy. By far Kælan Mikla’s most dancey offering to
date, this full-on goth banger
re-affirms their expanding nebula in the darkwave universe.

John Rogers
Sóley - Úa

Sóley came into her own this
year. ‘Endless Summer’ is her
most complete LP to date, and
it’s loaded with spidery, compelling, unlikely earworms. The
opener, ‘Úa,’ has a spiralling
piano line that sounds like it’s
teetering on the edge of falling
part, but instead tumbles into a
beautiful, wistful chorus. Wonderful, accomplished stuff.

Hannah Jane Cohen
Herra Hnetusmjör - 203
STJÓRINN

It’s a genuine shame that Herra Hnetusmjör was born on an
isolated rock most famous for
ethereal artsy tunes. He’s truly
a rap talent and no track exemplifies his innate banger-aptitude more than ‘203 STJÓRINN.’
The ultimate party anthem even
the stodgiest hipster secretly
smiles to, this tune proves who
raps the fastest and smoothest.
Spoiler: It’s him.

Steindór Grétar Jónsson
Volruptus - Alien Transmissions

Icelandic techno is blowing up.
Bjarki and Exos lead the way on
Nina Kraviz’s трип label, but
a new generation follows, including Eva808, ThizOne, Fascia and Kosmodod. This year’s
standout is ‘Alien Transmissions’ by Volruptus, released on
Bjarki’s bbbbbb label. A direct,
yet sophisticated electro cut, it’s
driven by an acid hook and processed vocals.

Björn Halldórsson
Moses Hightower - Trúnó

Peppered w ith Moses Hightower’s signature switcheroos,
‘Trúnó’ consistently catches the
listener off guard. The tempo is
a lazy drawl, purposefully offbeat and even completely falls
apart a couple of times. A classic
Moses track; full of play and humor but so perfectly constructed that it never comes off as a
joke.

21-year-old Elvar Smári Júlíusson surprised us all with his lyrical electronic album, ‘Ljóstillíf un’ (“Photosy nthesis”). It ’s
easily one of the best debuts of
2017. The album didn’t get the
attention it deserved, but talents like this don’t go unnoticed for long. The discipline in
his composing is noteworthy,
and you can tell from the first
song that this kid is someone to
watch.

Elías Þórsson
Mammút - Believe (Cher
cover)
Straumur
JFDR - Airborne

Jóf r íð u r Á k adót t i r made a
stunning album this year, ‘Brazil’—her first as a solo artist.
The album’s highlight is the
v ulnerable yet forceful ‘Airborne,’ which is held together
with a swift beat. The combination of live percussion and
programmed drums goes per-

Is there anyone out there who
dislikes the Goddess of Pop?
Didn’t think so. Especially not
her magical hit ‘Believe.’ So how
is it possible that Mammút have
managed to improve on the
original? It’s a mystery—but
then again, so is Mammút. Gone
are the synths and autotune,
and instead you get clangy guitars, rock drums and singer Kata’s powerful vocals. Now I truly
believe in life after love.
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ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer– 20 bottled,
10 on draft, and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.
Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11.30–23.30

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ // Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is
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just get the Bruce Willis shake,
it has whisky in it. Worst case,
you’ll puke and feel better.
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you please just take a quick one
though? Cause I really want to
go catch some more off-venue
gigs. In fact, maybe I’ll just poop
really quick and then head back
out. Actually, you know what...
you’re onto something. A nap
sounds good. Worst case: you’ll
puke and die, Hendrix style.

2. The Pool

“Go sit in the steam room
and chill out for a while.
Try to do a few stretches.
Worst case, you’ll puke
and feel better.”

I Came To Iceland
Airwaves And All
I Got Was This
Lousy Hangover

We should rehydrate though, seriously. Let’s get in the hot pot.
I actually might do a couple of
laps and sweat it out because
that’s a great energy boost. We
might still be hungover but at
least our endorphins will be
up. No? You really can’t handle
a swim? Okay, you just go sit in
the steam room and chill out for
a while. Try to do a few stretches. Worst case, you’ll puke and
feel better.

3. Off venues
Okay maybe we just need to listen to some chill music and get
distracted a bit. Look, we’re already downtown, there’s stuff
happening everywhere. Should
we go see some darkwave at Stofan? Some electronica at Paloma? Some chill experimental
acoustic stuff at Mengi? Some
indie grunge at Dillon? Some
fun arty shit at Kaffibarinn? I’m
up for whatever. Worst case, the
band will suck and you can critique them with puke.

5. Beer O’Clock
Holy shit, dude, wake up! We
slept for like three hours! No,
you don’t need a shower, we
took seven at the pool! What,
you didn’t actually wash? That’s
fucking gross, you’re a monster.
Shit, we don’t have time for this,
Godchilla are playing at Bar 11
in 20 minutes, we gotta run!
You’re not gonna puke, we’ll
pound one back really fast as
soon as we get there and you’ll
be fine! Let’s find somewhere
on the Appy Hour app, so it’ll be
cheap, too! Hurry up!

How to piece your broken soul
back together in Reykjavík
Words: Rex Beckett
Oh my god, dude, how fucking crazy was last night? That
show was amazing! What? Oh,
of course you’re going to drink
again. Shut the hell up, who
do you think you’re talking to?
You are actually going to drink
again right now. Let’s go get
something to eat. Trust me, I
know just the place.

Photos: Art Bicnick

1. Prikið
Let’s get a burger and a beer here,
they are so good. I’m having a
Royale with double cheese and a
Viking Classic. I know you don’t
eat meat, they offer to swap out
any of their burgers with a vegan patty. You want sweet potato
fries too? No? You really can’t
handle solid food yet? Okay fine,

6. Puke

4. Naptime
Okay fine, you fucking baby,
let’s go back to the AirBnB. Can

You gotta be kidding me right
now. That’s someone’s car, that
is so rude. Fuck it, I’m posting
this shit on Instagram. Feel better? Good.

THIS YEAR FOR THE FIRST TIME
ICELAND AIRWAVES WILL BE
EXPANDING TO AKUREYRI IN
NORTH ICELAND.

airicelandconnect.com

Akureyri is Iceland’s second largest city and is a must-visit for its beautiful
surroundings, such as spectacular highlands and waterfalls. Over 2–3 November,
25 artists from the Reykjavík line-up will take over the town, alongside plenty of
off-venue bands. Why not try something different for this year’s Airwaves and
head up to Akureyri too? The adventure awaits you.
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Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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This vegan café-bar is a great
lunch stop, and always has the
crackle of vinyl in the air as the
staff and customers pick LPs to
play from their sprawling, eccentric record collection. The
café also runs the Bónus Plötur
micro-label releasing shortruns of 7” records—pick one up
if you’re seeking a true rarity.

Words: John Rogers
Photos: Art Bicnick

“You’ll get a listening pile,
headphones, a spot on the
sofa and a coffee.”

Vinyl Fantasy VII
Dig, dig, dig! Where to pick up
some Icelandic vinyl

unit on Klapparstígur, just off
the main Laugavegur strip. They
have a small but well-curated
selection of vinyl, from both
Icelandic and international artists, and there are some classics
thrown in for good measure.

Words: John Rogers Photos: Art Bicnick

12 Tónar
Skólavörðustígur 15

Kolaportið
Tryggvagötu 19

Only open on weekends, this
cavernous space is a bric-abrac haven, selling everything
from cheap electronics to antique books and army surplus
clothing. There are a couple of
dedicated second-hand record
stalls, and you’ll stumble over
boxes of used vinyl tucked away
amongst the lamps, furniture,
ornaments and ephemera.

T h i s cla ssic Rey k jav í k re cord shop has been located at
Skólavörðustígur 15 since 1998.
The friendly and knowledgeable
staff are happy to recommend
Icelandic bands you might like
based on your listening habits.
After compiling your listening
list, you’ll be given some headphones, a spot on the sofa, and
a cup of coffee, so you can shop
and relax at the same time.

Reykjavík Record Shop
Klapparstígur 35

The homely Reykjavík Record
Shop is tucked away in a small

Smekkleysa
Laugavegur 35

Smekkleysa (“Bad Taste” in English) is a record label and creative collective that grew from
Reykjavík’s punk scene in the
1980s—in fact, several Sugarcubes are still on the board.
Today, Smekkleysa also runs a
bright green record store at Laugavegur 35 with a fine selection
of CDs and vinyl.

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

This artist-run arts and music
space is a staple of the local experimental music scene, hosting interesting exhibits by day
and experimental performances by night. It’s definitely worth
popping in to check out the records and art objects they have
on sale by local artists—and
from their own indie label—in
their gallery and shop.

Lucky Records
Rauðarárstígur 10

When it comes to sheer quantity
of records on offer, Lucky Records wins hands down. It’s easy
to lose an hour to crate-digging
here, whether you’re after specific rarities, dusty second-hand
LPs, or the latest Icelandic and
international releases.
Don't forget to look out for instore off venues!
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OFF-VENUE
BANKASTRÆTI 7
101 REYKJAVÍK

WINDOW
FESTIVAL
THURSDAY

02-11

Alexandria Maillot [CA]

17:00

Kiriyama Family

18:30

Dikta

19:00

FRIDAY

03-11

Retro Mutants

17:00

The Anatomy of Frank [US]

18:30

Casio Fatso

19:00

SATURDAY

04-11

[DJ] Hugo Paxton

15:00

Omotrack

16:00

Graveyard Club [US]

17:00

Eif [DK]

18:00

Úlfur Úlfur

19:00
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“If you were in Reykjavik
for just 24 hours, where
would you eat?”

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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stitution, and wins the local
fashion category for the seventh time. The store is run by
Icelandic designers themselves,
who take turns working at the
counter, so the odds of you buying a piece from the person who
designed it are quite a bit higher
than in your average boutique.
You never know, your new item
from KIOSK could be a future
classic.

stock classics and limited editions,” said the panel. “It’s expensive, but it’s the only store with
a wide selection of obscure releases. It’s endless: dig, dig, dig!”

Activities

Best of Reykjavík 2017

An Iceland Airwaves-themed selection
from our Best of Reykjavík mag
Dining
Best Goddamn Restaurant:
Matur og Drykkur
Grandagarður 2

If you were in Reykjavik for
just 24 hours, where would you
eat? Our panel answered, overwhelmingly: Matur og Drykkur.
In just two years, they’ve gone
from newcomer to firm favourite with locals and visitors alike.
The cod head is an Instagram
sensation, of course, but we recommend trying one of the tasting menus. Don’t be afraid to
try suspicious-sounding dishes
(sheep dung-smoked trout?)—
you’re in capable hands.

beef blend patties, made to desired doneness. This gastropub
is also one of the few that offers
lamb sandwiches.

Best Cheap Meal: Bike Cave
Einarsnes 36

If you’re looking for a no-frills,
quality meal at honest prices
with a fantastic view to boot,
then Bike Cave is definitely the
place to be. Sure, it’s not bang
in the middle of downtown, but
the simple cheeseburger, two
veggie burger patty options and
kjötsupa all come under a 1,000
ISK each! If that isn’t a cheap
meal, we don’t know what is.

Best Pool: Lágafellslaug,
Lækjarhlíð 1a, 270 Mosfellsbær

Best Secondhand Shop:
Spúútnik
Laugavegur 28b and Kringlan

This well-curated clothing emporium is more like a second
hand boutique than a charity
shop, and has all the clothing
sorted by colour, style and size
for easy browsing. “It’s expensive,” said the panel, “but it’s all
imported stuff you won’t find
anywhere else. They’re particular with the selection—after
sorting through maybe sixty
shirts, they’ll determine that
just one is good enough to go
onto the shop floor.”

Best Place To Spot The Aurora:
Grótta, Norðurströnd/Grótta,
170 Seltjarnarnes

Shopping
Best Burger: Sæta Svínið
Hafnarstræti 1-3

That we love our burgers in this
town may come as a surprise to
some. Beloved local burger joint
Búllan used to rule the roost in
this category, but a new generation of more modern burger
joints has finally caught up with
it. Sæta Svínið is one such new
kid on the block, edging out stiff
competition with their custom

Best Shop To Pick Up Local
Fashion: KIOSK
Miðstræti 12

KIOSK is something of an in-

With big crowds at the city-centre pools, our panel chose the
tucked-away Lágafellslaug as
their current favourite swimming spot. Mosfellsbær’s modern swimming palace still has,
as our panel noted, “that new
pool smell.” It has everything
you could want for a perfect
swimming experience: spacious
hotpots, slides, a sauna, and a
steam room. It’s a twenty-minute drive from downtown, but if
you’re driving the Golden Circle,
it’s right in your path.

Best Record Store: Lucky
Records, Rauðarárstígur 10

Lucky Records is probably the
biggest record shop in Iceland,
with shelves upon shelves of new
and used vinyl and CDs on offer.
They have a small stage where
local and visiting bands sometimes perform, and expert staff
that can always help you find
what you’re looking for. “They

Located on the very end of the
Greater Reykjavík peninsula,
Grótta is a beautiful vantage
point that’s home to a lighthouse with a tidal pedestrian
causeway. There are views out
over the ocean, and sometimes
a l l the way to Snæfel lsnes.
There’s a tucked-away little hot
pot to bathe your feet—if you
can find it—and despite being
in the city, the area hasn’t really
been developed. There’s minimal light pollution, so it’s also a
great aurora-watching spot.

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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FRIDAY
27TH OCT
Tripical Travel
(Höfðatorg,
Borgartúni)
17:30 Árný
18:15 Ari Frank
19:15 Valdimar
20:00 Young Karin
20:45 JóiPé X Króli +
Chase
21:30 Emmsjé Gauti

MONDAY
30TH OCT
Lucky Records
16:00 Hemúllinn
17:00 SEINT
18:00 Árný
19:00 Vasi (US/IS)
20:00 MIMRA
Dillon
17:00 Ari Frank
17:45 Reggie Óðins
18:30 Suð
19:15 Feigðin
20:15 Man In Between
(ES)
21:00 KIA (LV)
21:45 Skaði
Þórðardóttir
22:30 Meistarar
dauðans
23:15 Johnny And The
Rest

TUESDAY
31ST OCT
Lucky Records
16:00 Phlegm
17:00 Mosi Frændi
18:00 Alchemia
19:00 Casio Fatso
20:00 We Made God
Dillon
16:15 Rose Manson
17:00 Rakkar
17:45 Uggla
18:30 Mighty Bear
19:15 Sunnyside
20:15 Rót
21:00 Kíma
21:45 Óværa
22:30 Future Figment
23:15 Skrattar

Off-Venue
Schedule
Schedule subject to possible change

WEDNESDAY 1ST
NOV

Bryggjan Brugghús
15:00 Tilbury
16:00 Vök
17:00 Mammút
18:00 JóiPé X Króli

12 Tónar
17:30 Pink Street Boys
American Bar
14:30 Daði Freyr
16:00 Hildur
17:30 Máni Orrason
19:00 Jón Jónsson

Dillon
15:30 ÍRiiS
16:15 Boy
17:00 María Viktoría
17:45 Sigurður Ingi
18:30 SEINT
19:15 Grúska Babúska

Aurora Reykjavík
15:45 Hekla
16:30 Dead Bird Lady
17:30 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)

Friðarhús
16:00 Mojo Don’t Go
17:00 Dölli
18:00 TBC
19:00 Tálsýn

Bike Cave
(Hafnarfjörður)
16:30 I Am Soyuz (SE)
17:15 Sveinn
Guðmundsson
18:00 Dead Bird Lady
18:45 Man In Between
(ES)
19:30 Miss Naivety (RU)

Geysir
(Skólavörðustígur 7)
17:30 Cyber
18:00 Flóni
18:30 Birnir
19:00 Sturla Atlas

Bíó Paradis
14:00 Brött Brekka
15:00 Kælan Mikla
16:00 Good Moon Deer
17:00 Futuregrapher
18:00 Hrnnar & Smjörvi
19:00 GKR
Borgarbókasafnið
Grófinni
15:00 Miss Naivety
(RU)
16:00 AFK
17:00 Heiðrik (FO)
Boston Reykjavík
16:30 Señor MescaLine
17:25 Vital - Oriola 701
(LV)
18:20 Vegan Klíkan
19:15 Gnúsi Yones
(Amabadub)

Grund
10:15 Between
Mountains
10:40 Ásgeir
Hlemmur Square
15:00 Árni Vil
16:00 Teitur
Magnússon
17:00 Ljósvaki
18:00 Indriði
19:00 Balagan
IÐA Zimsen Bookcafe
14:00 InZeros
16:00 Rose Manson
17:00 Bergmál
Íslenski Barinn
14:00 Jónína Aradóttir
15:00 Árný
16:00 Rose Manson
17:00 Andri Péturs

Kaffi Lækur
17:00 Ari Frank
18:00 Msea
19:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
Loft (JFDR X THE
LINE OF BEST FIT)
14:30 slugz
15:30 Samantha Shay
16:30 Cassandra
Jenkins
17:30 Prim Waters
18:30 GYÐA
19:30 JFDR
Lucky Records
16:00 Heiðrik (FO)
17:00 Bróðir BIG
18:00 Miss Naivety
(RU)
19:00 Tófa
Petersen Suite
15:00 Heiðrik (FO)
16:15 Ceasetone
17:30 Kajak
18:30 VIO
19:30 Daði Freyr
Quest - Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
17:00 Gráni/MC Bjór
18:00 Morgunroði/
Bróðir BIG
19:00 HÁSTAFIR
Sólon Bistro (FEM
DOME)
16:00 Alexandria
Maillot (CA)
17:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
18:00 Kristín Sesselja
19:00 Between
Mountains
19:30 eif (DK)
Viking Brewery
Reykjavík
(Ægisgarður,
Eyjarslóð 5)
12:30 Chase
14:00 GDRN
15:30 Rythmatik

17:00 Daði Freyr
18:00 Úlfur Úlfur
19:15 Emmsjé Gauti

16:00 AFK
17:00 Ragga Gröndal
18:00 Chinese Joplin

Waldorfskólinn
Sólstafir
12:30 gróa
13:00 Takus
14:00 Bróðir BIG
14:30 Joey Christ

Borgarbókasafnið
Grófinni
15:00 Graveyard Club
(US)
16:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
17:00 One Week
Wonder

THURSDAY
2ND NOV
12 Tónar
17:30 Blindur (IT)
18:15 Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
American Bar
13:00 Birgir
14:30 Chase
16:00 Lára Rúnars
17:30 Sycamore Tree
19:00 Ceasetone
Aurora Reykjavík
15:45 Heiðrik (FO)
16:30 gróa
17:15 Ingunn Huld
Bar 11
15:20 Rakkar
16:20 King Killer
17:20 Man In Between
(ES)
18:20 Casio Fatso
19:20 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
Bike Cave
(Hafnarfjörður)
15:00 Aron Óskars
15:45 Fever Dream
16:30 eif (DK)
17:15 Circe (UK)
18:00 Morning Bear
(US)
18:45 Graveyard Club
(US)
Bíó Paradis
12:00 Án
13:00 Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
14:00 DJ Kuldaboli
15:00 Andi
19:00 Tonik Ensemble
Boat Andrea (Special
Tours)
14:00 Sacha
Bernardson
15:00 Man In Between
(ES)

Boston Reykjavík
16:30 KverK
17:15 Mt. Shaker
18:10 Lefty Hooks &
The Right Thingz
19:25 Mosi Musik
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
16:00 Aron Óskars
19:00 Una Stef
Bryggjan Brugghús
15:00 ROFOROFO
16:00 GKR
17:00 Úlfur Úlfur
18:00 Emmsjé Gauti
Cintamani (Reykjavík)
17:00 Alexandria
Maillot (CA)
18:00 Kiriyama Family
19:00 Dikta
Dillon
15:30 Beware The Blue
Sky
16:15 One Week
Wonder
17:00 Kíma
17:45 Casio Fatso
18:30 Hector Rektor
19:15 Rythmatik
Friðarhús
16:00 Bróðir BIG
16:30 Svarti Laxness
17:00 Fever Dream
17:30 Alexander Jarl
18:00 Geisha Cartel
18:30 Krakk &
Spaghettí
19:00 Elli Grill
19:30 BlazRoca x fellar
Hlemmur Square
15:00 Kraftgalli
16:00 Sólveig
Matthildur
17:00 Fu Kaisha
18:00 IDK I IDA

OFF-VENUE

Thursday Nov 2

JÖRGENSEN/MIDGARDUR
17:00 VAR
18:00 Indriði
19:00 Hugar
JÖRGENSEN / CENTERHOTEL MIÐGARÐUR
Laugavegur 120, 105 Reykjavík
+354 595 8565

Friday Nov 3

Saturday Nov 4

17:00 Ylfa Marín
18:00 Keto
19:00 Ingunn Huld

17:00 Blindur
19:00 Indolore

ÍSAFOLD / CENTERHOTEL ÞINGHOLT
Þingholtsstræti 5, 101 Reykjavík
+354 595 8535

SKÝ / CENTERHOTEL ARNARHVOLL
Ingólfsstræti 1, 101 Reykjavík
+354 595 8545

ÍSAFOLD/ÞINGHOLT

SKÝ/ARNARHVOLL

#CENTERHOTELS
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TO

OFFICIAL
NORTHERN LIGHTS
OFF-VENUE
TUE OCT 31st
I Am Soyuz [SE]
Grúska Babúska
Krakk Og Spaghetti

WED NOV 1st
15:30-16:00
16:15-16:45
17:00-17:30

THU NOV 2nd
Heiðrik [FO]
Gróa
Ingunn Huld

Hekla
Dead Bird Lady
The Anatomy of
Frank [US]

FRI NOV 3rd
15:45-16:15
16:30-17:00
17:15-17:45

UNPLUGGED

Hannah Corinne
Alexandria Maillot [CA]
Blindur [IT]
Svavar Knútur

How to find us:

Grandagarður 2, 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

15:45-16:15
16:30-17:00
17:30-18:00

Open every day from 09.00 til 21:00

15:00-15:30
15:45-16:15
16:30-17:00
17:15-17:45
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Icelandic Academy of
the Arts
17:30 NAIP International Master's students; Völuspá
Orchestra & Musical Journeys
perform HOME,
conducted
by Guy Wood
and Sigurður
Halldórsson until
20:00

16:40 Wesen
17:30 Prim Waters
18:20 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
19:10 asdfhg.

IÐA Zimsen Bookcafe
13:00 Dölli
14:00 One Week
Wonder
15:00 TBC
16:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
17:00 Rökkva

Quest - Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
17:00 Quest Kvertett
18:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
19:00 Bergmál

ITA
18:00 Aron Óskarsson
Íslenski Barinn
14:00 KRÍA
15:00 Bróðir BIG
16:00 Bergmál
17:00 Ari Frank
18:00 Óregla
Jörgensen - CenterHotel Miðgarður
17:00 VAR
18:00 Indriði
19:00 Hugar
Kaffi Lækur
16:00 Andri Pétursson
17:00 Rökkva
18:00 Miss Naivety
(RU)
19:00 Ingunn Huld
Kaffivagninn
16:00 Elín Ey
Loft (Stelpur Rokka!)
14:30 Kristín Sesselja
15:30 María Viktoría
16:30 Mr. Silla
17:30 TBC
18:30 Hellidemba
19:30 Hey Elbow (SE)
Lucky Records
16:00 Morning Bear
(US)
17:00 Thor
17:45 Ohm
18:30 Waage
19:15 Ozy

Petersen Suite
15:00 Ljósvaki
16:15 Mighty Bear
17:30 Svavar Knútur
18:30 Lame Dudes
19:30 Shakes (UK)

Off-Venue
Schedule
Schedule subject to possible change

Slippbarinn
17:00 Kiriyama Family
17:45 Axel Flóvent
18:30 Daði Freyr
Sólon Bistro (FEM
DOME)
16:00 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
17:00 Ísold
18:00 Msea
19:00 Myrra Rós
19:30 Fox Train Safari
Stúdentakjallarinn,
Háskólatorgi
17:00 Birnir & Flóni
TVIST & Reykjavík
Letterpress
(Fiskislóð 24)
17:30 RuGl
18:00 Mr. Silla
18:30 Jae Tyler
19:00 Sísí Ey
Viking Brewery
Reykjavík
(Ægisgarður,
Eyjarslóð 5)
12:30 Vio
14:00 Between
Mountains
15:30 Una Stef
17:00 Árstiðir
18:00 Glowie
19:15 Jón Jónsson
Waldorfskólinn
Sólstafir
12:30 Reggie Óðins
13:00 Hekla
13:30 I Am Soyuz (SE)
14:00 Heiðrik (FO)
14:30 Küli

ODDSSON
15:00 Sillus
15:50 slugz

FRIDAY 3RD
NOV
12 Tónar
17:30 einarIndra
18:30 Gurr (DE)
Alda Hótel
14:00 Aron Can
15:00 JóiPé X Króli
16:00 Úlfur Úlfur
American Bar
13:00 VIO
14:30 Benny Crespo´s
Gang
16:00 Shakes
17:30 Atomstation
19:00 Vasi
Aurora Reykjavík
15:00 Hannah Corinne
15:45 Alexandria
Maillot
16:30 Blindur (IT)
17:15 Svavar Knútur
Bar 11
15:00 Óværa
15:45 ÍRiis
16:20 John Doe
17:20 Morning Bear
(US)
18:20 Nexion
19:20 We Made God
Bike Cave (Hafnarfjörður)
15:45 Bróðir BIG
16:30 Dagný
17:15 Canis
18:00 InZeros
18:45 gróa
19:30 Hemúllin
Bíó Paradis
13:00 Between
Mountains
14:00 Heiðrik
18:00 Knife Fights
19:00 Bárujárn

Boat Andrea (Special
Tours)
13:00 Keto (UK)
14:00 Blindur (IT)
15:00 I Am Halo (US)
16:00 Graveyard Club
(US)
17:00 Gleðikonurnar
18:00 Högni
Borgarbókasafnið
Grófinni
15:00 gróa
16:00 Holdgervlar
17:00 Nexion
Boston Reykjavík
16:30 Knuckles (SE/IS)
17:25 IDK I IDA (DK)
18:20 Röskva
19:15 Napoleon IIIrd
(UK)
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
16:00 eif (DK)
17:00 Ármann
18:00 Aron Frank
19:00 Óregla
Bryggjan Brugghús
13:00 Ceasetone
14:00 Árstiðir
15:00 Máni Orrason
16:00 Axel Flóvent
17:00 Glowie
18:00 GDJYB (HK)
Cintamani
(Reykjavík)
17:00 Retro Mutants
18:00 The Anatomy of
Frank
19:00 Casio Fatso
Dillon
14:00 Graveyard Club
(US)
14:45 Beebee and the
bluebirds
15:30 Nexion
16:15 Una Stef

17:00
17:45
18:30
19:15

Omotrack
KRÍA
Beggi Smári
Snorri Helgason

Drukkstofa Óðins
(Mjölnir MMA)
16:00 One Week
Wonder
17:00 KILO
18:00 Landaboi$
19:00 Rythmatik
Hertex Secondhand
18:00 One Week
Wonder
Hitt Húsið
15:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
15:45 Heiðrik (FO)
16:30 PASHN
17:15 Rythmatik
18:00 Vasi (US/IS)
18:45 Omotrack
19:30 Between
Mountains
Hlemmur Square
15:00 Ásthildur
16:00 Andi
17:00 Daveeth
18:00 Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
Icelandic Academy of
the Arts
17:30 NAIP International Master's students; Völuspá
Orchestra & Musical Journeys
perform HOME,
conducted
by Guy Wood
and Sigurður
Halldórsson, until
20:00
IÐA Zimsen Bookcafe
13:00 List Einn
14:00 Vegan Klíkan

15:00 David Bavas (US)
16:00 Jónína Aradóttir
ITA
18:30 Msea
Ísafold Bistro CenterHotel Þingholt
17:00 Ylfa Marín
18:00 Keto (UK)
19:00 Ingunn Huld
Íslenski Barinn
13:00 Dölli
14:00 Aron Óskar
15:00 SEINT
16:00 Vegan Klíkan
17:00 Pungsig
18:00 Hemúllinn
Kaffi Lækur
17:00 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
18:00 Indolore (FR)
19:00 Dead Bird Lady
Kaffivagninn
16:00 Myrra Rós
Loft (Polyester Zine)
14:30 Polyester Zine
Talks & Dream
Wife DJ set,
15:30 Gurr (DE)
16:30 Mighty Bear
17:30 Fever Dream
18:30 MIMRA
19:30 Young Karin
Lucky Records
16:00 Kuldaboli
17:00 Epic Rain
18:00 Stafrænn Hákon
19:00 RSP & Thomax
(NO)
Nordic House (Unplugged Nordic Day)
14:00 Gringlombian
14:40 Liana (LI)
15:20 Ingunn Huld
16:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
16:40 Ceasetone

We specialize in trips
to the Blue Lagoon (3-hour stop)
on the way from or to the airport.
Cars for 4-8 passengers

This month Hreyfill Taxi company
is supporting breast cancer awareness
as well as fund-raising breast cancer
screening by
The Icelandic Cancer Society

To book in advance: tel:+354 588 5522 or on www.hreyfill.is E-mail: tour@hreyfill.is
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VEGAN FOOD - RECORD SHOP - BAR & CAFÉ

Annual Birthday Week celebrations
MONDAY 30.OCT
20:00 SKRATTAR
DJ Russian.girls

THURSDAY 2.NOV
19:00 SNÆBJÖRN
20:00 KOSMODOD

TUESDAY 31.OCT
20:00 FEIGÐIN

FRIDAY 3.NOV
19:00 KONSULAT
21:00 KULDABOLI
22:00 PUZZY PATROL
DJ´s Vinyl Allstars

WEDNESDAY 1.NOV
18:30 PUB QUIZ
With connoisseur
BJÖRN TEITSSON
DJ PALLI

KAFFI VINYL Hverfisgata 76

SATURDAY 4.NOV
19:00 MIMRA
21:00 PJ GLAZE
DJ ÁLFBEAT
SUNDAY 5.NOV
GLERAKUR (live)
Atmospheric
dinner set
DJ HEIÐA HELLVAR

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
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17:20
18:00
18:40
19:20

Eliza Newman
Heiðrik (FO)
Svavar Knútur
Malneirophrena

ODDSSON (curated
by students of the
Icelandic Academy of
the Arts)
16:15 K.óla
17:00 Madonna + Child
17:45 Þorsteinn Eyfjörð
18:30 Halldór Eldjárn
19:15 Ceasetone
Petersen Suite
13:45 Vasi
15:00 Árni
16:15 Jón Jónsson
17:30 Birgir
18:30 Sindri Freyr
19:30 Sycamore Tree
Quest - Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
17:00 Man In Between
(ES)
18:00 Mojo Don't Go
19:00 InZeros

SATURDAY
4TH NOV
Alda Hótel
13:00 Tusks (UK)
14:00 Gordi (AU)
15:00 Moses
Hightower
16:00 Reykjavíkurdætur

Dillon
14:00 Keto (UK)
14:45 Lefty Hooks &
The Right Thingz
15:30 eif (DK)
16:15 Kvika
17:00 Morning Bear
(US)
17:45 Lucy In Blue
18:30 Captain Syrup
19:15 I Am Halo (US)

American Bar
13:00 Úlfur Úlfur
14:00 JóiPéxKróli
15:00 GKR
16:00 Landaboi$
17:00 Geisha Cartel
18:00 KÁ-AKÁ

Drukkstofa Óðins
(Mjölnir MMA)
16:00 eif (DK)
17:00 Himbrimi
18:00 RuGl
19:00 Graveyard Club
(US)

Bar 11
14:20 Gringlombian
15:20 The Shady
16:20 Alexandria
Maillot (CA)
17:20 Kavorka
18:20 Blindur (IT)
19:20 Atomstation

Friðarhús
15:00 Miss Naivety
(RU)
16:00 David Bavas (US)
17:00 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
18:00 Svavar Knútur
18:45 Gunna Lára
19:30 Hemúllinn

Off-Venue
Schedule
Schedule subject to possible change

Slippbarinn
17:00 Flóni
17:45 JóiPé X Króli
18:30 Úlfur Úlfur
Sólon Bistro (FEM
DOME)
16:00 Röskva
17:00 I Am Halo (US)
18:00 Krakk &
Spaghettí
19:00 Fever Dream
19:30 Alvia Islandia
Stúdentakjallarinn,
Háskólatorgi
17:00 GDNR
17:30 DJ B-Ruff
Thingholt
17:00 Ylfa Marín
18:00 Keto
19:00 Ingunn Huld
TVIST & Reykjavík
Letterpress
(Fiskislóð 24)
17:30 Hildur
18:00 Cell7
18:30 Moses
Hightower +
Prins Póló
Viking Brewery
Reykjavík
(Ægisgarður,
Eyjarslóð 5)
12:30 One Week
Wonder
14:00 Lára Rúnars
15:30 Sycamore Tree
17:00 Kiriyama Family
18:00 Valdimar
19:15 Hildur

Bike Cave
(Hafnarfjörður)
15:45 Rökkva
16:30 Blindur (IT)
17:15 Keto (UK)
18:00 Msea
18:45 Hinemoa

Hannesarholt
13:00 Kristjana Stefáns
14:00 Svavar Knútur
15:00 Anna Sigga
Helgadóttir
16:00 Una Stef
17:00 Berta Dröfn

Bíó Paradis
17:00 Balagan
18:00 Pink Street Boys
19:00 Indriði

Hertex Secondhand
14:00 Heiðrik (FO)
15:00 Panos From
Komodo
16:00 Teitur
Magnússon
17:00 Mojo Don´t Go

Boston Reykjavík
16:30 Kosmodod
17:25 Sakaris (FO)
18:20 Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
19:15 Heiðrik (FO)
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
16:00 Rökkva
17:00 gróa
18:00 Omotrack
19:00 Suð
Bryggjan Brugghús
13:00 Daði Freyr
14:00 Hildur
15:00 Jón Jónsson
16:00 HATARI
17:00 Högni
18:00 Valdimar
Cintamani
(Reykjavík)
15:00 DJ Hugo Paxton
16:00 Omotrack
17:00 Graveyard Club
(US)
18:00 eif (DK)
19:00 Úlfur Úlfur

Hitt Húsið
13:00 KRÍA
13:45 I Am Soyuz (SE)
14:30 AFK
15:15 Phlegm
16:00 gróa
16:45 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
17:30 SEINT
18:15 Keto (UK)
Hlemmur Square
15:00 Futuregrapher
16:00 Hekla
17:00 Úlfur Úlfur
18:00 Kuldaboli
19:00 DJ Krystal
Carma
IÐA Zimsen Bookcafe
15:00 Indolore (FR) ITA
18:00 Andri Petursson
Íslenski Barinn
13:00 Rakkar
14:00 Mojo Don't Go

15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00

InZeros
Gringlombian
Rökkva
Atomstation

Kaffi Lækur
12:00 Haytham
Mustafa
13:00 Man In Between
(ES)
16:00 I Am Halo (US)
17:00 Aron Óskars
18:00 Bróðir BIG
19:00 AFK
Kaffivagninn
16:00 Skúli Mennski, 1
hr
Landsbankinn
(Austurstræti 11)
15:00 Between
Mountains
15:45 GDNR
16:30 Birnir & Joey
Christ
Loft (Echochamp)
14:30 Flamingods (UK/
BHR)
15:30 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
16:30 Tófa
17:30 Godchilla
18:30 Grimm Grimm
(JP)
19:30 RSP & Thomax
(NO)
Lucky Records
12:00 Indolore (FR)
13:00 K.óla
14:00 Graveyard Club
(US)
15:00 Óværa
16:00 Keto (UK)
17:00 Revenge of
Calculon (UK)
18:00 Bistro Boy
18:45 RK
19:15 Subminimal
Nordic House (Vinyl
Market and Live
Unplugged Music)
14:00 TBC
15:00 Bergmál
16:00 Gleðikonurnar
17:00 MIMRA
18:00 RSP & Thomax
(NO)
ODDSSON
12:30 Sakaris (FO)
13:20 Grimm Grimm
(JP)
14:20 Morning Bear
(US)
15:10 Heiðrik (FO)
16:10 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
17:00 Jae Tyler (US)
18:00 Mr. Silla
19:00 Bjartar Sveiflur
Petersen Suite
13:45 Aron Óskars
15:00 Ösp
16:15 Chase
17:30 KRÍA
18:30 Bergmál
19:30 Máni Orrason
Quest - Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
13:00 Phoebe Coco (UK)
14:00 MIMRA

15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

Dead Bird Lady
Hemúllinn
Jónína Aradóttir
Ragga Gröndal
Aron Óskars

SKY Lounge &
Bar - Center Hotel
Arnarhvoll
17:00 Blindur (IT)
19:00 Indolore (FR)
Slippbarinn
17:00 Joey Christ
17:45 Birnir
18:30 Emmsjé Gauti
Sólon Bistro (FEM
DOME)
16:00 Árný
17:00 Soffía Björg
18:00 Lúlla (UK/IS)
19:00 Una Stef
19:30 Kiriyama Family
Viking Brewery
Reykjavík
(Ægisgarður,
Eyjarslóð 5)
12:30 Máni Orrason
14:00 einarIndra
15:30 Ceasetone
17:00 Axel Flóvent
18:00 JóiPé X Króli
19:15 GKR

SUNDAY
5TH NOV
Bike Cave
(Hafnarfjörður)
15:00 David Bavas (US)
15:45 Phoebe Coco
(UK)
16:30 Andri Petursson
17:15 DJ Vital (LV)
18:00 I Am Halo (US)
Boston Reykjavík
16:30 Holy Hrafn
17:25 Terry Cummingz
Bryggjan Brugghús
19:30 Special
Airwaves Jazz
Drukkstofa Óðins
(Mjölnir MMA)
16:00 SiGRÚN
17:00 Marteinn Sindri
18:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
19:00 Morning Bear
(US)
Dillon
14:00 Dísa Bláskjár
14:45 Dead Bird Lady
15:30 David Bavas (UK)
16:15 Skúli mennski
17:00 Óregla
17:45 Fræbbblarnir
18:30 Revenge of
Calculon (UK)
19:15 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
Friðarhús
15:00 I Am Halo (US)
16:00 Sigvarður Ari
Huldarsson
17:00 Heiðrik (FO)
18:00 Msea
19:00 Skaði
Þórðardóttir

Kaffi Lækur
12:00 asdfhg
13:00 Ösp
15:00 MIMRA
16:00 Keto (UK)
17:00 KRÍA
18:00 Heiðrik (FO)
19:00 Ragga Gröndal
Kaffivagninn
16:00 Bellstop
Loft (Sofar Sounds)
14:30 Freyja
15:30 Hannah Corinne
16:30 RuGl
17:30 Myrra Rós
18:30 One Week
Wonder
19:30 Marteinn Sindri
Lucky Records
13:00 gróa
14:00 Rex Pistols
14:45 Madonna
+ Child
15:30 Panos From
Komodo
16:15 ROHT
17:00 Beware The
Blue Sky
18:00 Fai Baba (CHE)
19:00 RVK Sex Farm
DJ set
ODDSSON
16:15 Hekla
17:00 Alexandria
Maillot (CA)
18:00 Indolore (FR)
Quest - Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
12:00 Rose Manson
13:00 Keto (UK)
14:00 Heiðrik (FO)
15:00 Skaði
Þórðardóttir
16:00 AFK
17:00 eif (DK)
18:00 Krakk &
Spaghettí
19:00 Ari Frank

Akureyri
Concerts
THURSDAY
2ND NOV
Cintamani (Akureyri)
15:00 - 16:00 Dj Egill
Spegill
17:00 - 18:00 Sockface

FRIDAY 3RD
NOV
Landsbankinn
(Strandgata 1)
16:00 Birnir
Cintamani
15:00 - 16:00 Dj Snorri
Ástráðs
17:00 - 18:00 Viljar
Níumár

NOV 01 – 05

Wednesday
Daði Freyr
Hildur
Máni Orrason
Jón Jónsson
Thursday
Birgir
Chace
Lára Rúnars
Sycamore Tree
Ceasetone

Friday
VIO
Benny Crespos Gang
Shakes
Atomstation
Vasi
Saturday
Úlfur Úlfur
JóiPéxKróli
GKR
Landaboi$
Geisha Cartel
Ká-Aká

Live music every night!

AUSTURSTRÆTI 8
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Off venue at
Iceland Airwaves
at the
American Bar
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REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM
Icelandair Stage

REYKJAVÍK

Wed.
Nov 1

00:20 Joey Christ
23:30 JóiPé X Króli
22:50 Birnir
22:00 Glowie
21:05 Flóni
20:20 Cyber
19:40 Alvia Islandia

GAMLA BÍÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

IÐNÓ

00:20 Moses Hightower
23:20 Högni
22:30 Hildur
21:40 Sycamore Tree
20:50 Valdimar
20:00 Tusk

00:20 Auður
23:20 Ruxpin
22:20 Halldór Eldjárn
21:30 kosmodod
20:40 SiGRÚN
19:50 Púlsvídd

00:10
23:20
22:30
21:40

00:20 Védís Hervör
23:20 Warmland
22:20 Ceasetone
21:20 Dísa
20:20 Hugar

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

HVERFISBARINN

HRESSINGARSKÁLINN

00:20 Oyama
23:20 Kælan Mikla
22:20 We Made God
21:20 Benny Crespo's Gang
20:20 Skelkur í Bringu
19:30 Phlegm

00:20 Indriði
23:20 Magnús Jóhann
22:30 Par-Ðar
21:40 Omotrack
20:50 Una Stef
20:00 Gróa

23:20 Elli Grill
22:30 Geisha Cartel
21:40 Chase
20:50 Fever Dream
20:00 Rari Boys

REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM

GAMLA BÍÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

00:20 Shame (UK)
23:20 For a Minor Reflection
22:20 Grísalappalísa
21:20 HATARI
20:30 Une Misère
19:40 Godchilla

00:20 Mikko Joensuu (FI)
23:20 Dj Flugvél og Geimskip
22:30 einarIndra
21:40 Dillalude
20:50 Ljósvaki
20:00 Mikael Lind

00:20 Pale Honey (SE)
23:20 ANWIYCTI (HK)
22:30 Soffía Björg
21:40 Ceasetone
20:50 Paunkholm
20:00 Jana

IÐNÓ

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

HVERFISBARINN

HRESSINGARSKÁLINN

00:00 Vök
22:50 K Á R Y Y N (US/SY)
21:50 Gangly
20:50 Indriði
20:00 Jónas Sen

00:20 GDJYB (HK)
23:20 Jo Goes Hunting (NL)
22:30 Fræbbblarnir
21:40 PRANKE
20:50 Tófa
20:00 TSS
19:10 Korter í Flog

00:20 Máni Orrason
23:20 AFK
22:30 Kalli
21:40 Snorri Helgason
20:50 Tilbury
20:00 Ösp

Icelandair Stage

00:25 Reykjavíkurdætur
23:40 Aron Can
23:00 Úlfur Úlfur
22:20 Emmsjé Gauti
21:40 Herra Hnetusmjör
21:00 Young Karin
20:20 Tiny
19:40 GKR

Cell7
Kiriyama Family
Fox Train Safari
Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
20:50 HOLY HRAFN
20:00 PASHN

Thu.
Nov 2

Möller Records

00:00 Bistro Boy
23:10 Futuregrapher
22:30 Chevron (UK)
22:00 Andartak
21:30 Án
21:00 Púlsvídd
20:30 Röskva
20:00 Subminimal
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ÞJÓÐLEIKHÚSIÐ

FRÍKIRKJAN

23:40 Megas
22:15 Benjamin
Clementine (UK)
20:45 Emiliana Torrini and
The Colorist (IS/BE)
19:45 JFDR

22:10
21:10
20:10
19:00

REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM

GAMLA BÍÓ

Icelandair Stage / The Line of
Best Fit
01:00 FM Belfast
23:50 Sigrid (NO)
22:50 Sturla Atlas
21:40 Mura Masa (UK)
20:40 Hare Squead (IRL)
20:00 Bonzai (UK)
19:20 Auður

Gyða Valtýsdóttir
Biggi Hilmars
Aldous Harding (NZ)
Bára Gísladóttir

Víking

00:00 Arab Strap (SCO)
22:30 Pinegrove (US)
21:20 Maus
20:20 200.000 Naglbítar
19:30 Ragga Gröndal

BÍÓ PARADÍS
Airwords

23:30 aYia
23:00 Kött Grá Pje
22:35 Kristín
21:55 RuGl
21:30 Ásta Fanney
21:10 Andri Snær
20:30 Good Moon Deer
20:00 Bergur

HÚRRA

IÐNÓ

02:50 Young Nazareth
02:20 JóiPé X Króli
01:30 Sykur
00:30 Lido Pimienta (CO)
23:30 Ama Lou (UK)
22:30 Jae Tyler (US)
21:40 Daði Freyr
20:50 Ljósvaki
20:00 Special K

01:10 Tonik Ensemble
23:50 Xylouris White (GR/AU)
22:40 Hey Elbow (SE)
21:40 ROFOROFO
20:50 Good Moon Deer
20:00 Sólveig Matthildur

HVERFISBARINN

HRESSINGARSKÁLINN

IÐNÓ

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

01:10 Tonik Ensemble
23:50 Xylouris White (GR/AU)
22:40 Hey Elbow (SE)
21:40 ROFOROFO
20:50 Good Moon Deer
20:00 Sólveig Matthildur

00:20 Nilüfer Yanya (UK)
23:20 Gents (DK)
22:30 Máni Orrason
21:40 Jón Jónsson
20:50 GDRN
20:00 Magnús Jóhann

FRÍKIRKJAN

HARPA ELDBORG

BÍÓ PARADÍS

22:00 Billy Bragg (UK)
21:00 Between Mountains
20:00 RuGl

20:50 Ásgeir
20:00 Gordi (AU)

21:00 Amiina

Thule Records

03:00 Ozy / Ohm B2B
02:10 Vector
01:20 Yagya
00:30 Thor
23:40 Octal Industries
23:00 Cold
22:10 Nonnimal
21:20 Frank Murder
20:30 Árni²

Icelandair Stage / Loud &
Quiet
00:30 Gus Gus
23:30 Songhoy Blues (ML)
22:30 HAM
21:30 Flamingods (UK/BHR)
20:30 Fufanu
19:30 Hórmónar

02:30 TRPTYCH
01:30 Lord Pusswhip
00:30 Shades of Reykjavík
23:30 Valby Bræður
22:30 HOLY HRAFN
21:40 CRYPTOCHROME
20:50 Nodle
20:00 Rari Boys

Sat.
Nov 4

Additional ticket required;
please see website for further
info

REYKJAVÍK ART
MUSEUM

Fri.
Nov 3

GAMLA BÍÓ

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

00:00 Michael Kiwanuka (UK)
22:50 Torres (US)
21:50 Mammút
20:50 Blissful
20:00 Glowie
19:10 Sylvia

02:30 Exos
01:30 TRPTYCH
00:30 Kelly Lee Owens (UK)
23:30 Tontario (FI)
22:40 Stefflon Don (UK)
21:40 Daniel OG (UK)
20:50 Grúska Babúska
20:00 Mighty Bear

02:30 Tófa
01:30 Une Misère
00:30 Kontinuum
23:30 Childhood (UK)
22:30 ГШ / Glintshake (RU)
21:40 Dr. Gunni
20:50 Kælan Mikla
20:00 ROHT

Víking - Consequence of
Sound

IÐNÓ

HARD ROCK CAFÉ

HVERFISBARINN

HRESSINGARSKÁLINN
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01:50 Milkywhale
00:50 Deep Throat Choir (UK)
23:50 IDER (UK)
22:50 Mr. Silla
21:50 Lost Horizons (UK)
20:50 Tusks (UK)
20:00 einarIndra
19:10 One Week Wonder

00:20 GlerAkur
23:20 Fai Baba (CHE)
22:20 Be Charlotte (SCO)
21:20 Fazerdaze (NZ)
20:30 Rythmatik
19:40 Án

02:30 Snorri Ástráðs
01:30 Shades of Reykjavík
00:30 Alexander Jarl
23:30 Tiny
22:30 Cell7
21:40 Elli Grill
21:00 KÁ-AKÁ
20:00 CRYPTOCHROME

02:30 Vector
01:30 Nonnimal
00:30 Árni²
23:30 Dj Flugvél og Geimskip
22:30 Special K
21:40 Ruxpin
20:50 Skaði Þórðardóttir
20:00 Andartak

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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FRÍKIRKJAN

HARPA ELDBORG

VALSHÖLLIN

22:00 JFDR + Pascal Pinon
21:00 Mahalia (UK)
20:00 Sóley
19:10 Lára Rúnars

20:00 Fleet Foxes (US)

22:30 Mumford & Sons (UK)
21:10 Axel Flóvent
20:00 Árstíðir
19:00 Doors

Additional ticket required;
please see website for further
info

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

00:20 Lord Pusswhip
23:30 Geisha Cartel
22:30 Alvia Islandia
21:40 Valby Bræður
20:50 Fever Dream

00:20 Valdimar
23:30 Dillalude
22:30 Between Mountains
21:40 Sólveig Matthildur
20:50 Rósa Guðrún Sveinsdóttir

Sun.
Nov 5

AKUREYRI
Thu.
Nov 2
Fri.
Nov 3

HOF

GRÆNI HATTURINN

PÓSTHÚSBARINN

23:10 Ásgeir
22:00 Mammút
21:00 200.000 Naglbítar
20:00 Hildur

00:00 Mura Masa
23:00 JóiPé X Króli
22:00 Milkywhale
20:30 Young Nazareth

00:10 Joey Christ
22:40 Flóni
22:00 KÁ-AKÁ
20:00 DJ Snorri Ástráðs

HOF

GRÆNI HATTURINN

PÓSTHÚSBARINN

23:00 Emiliana Torrini and
the colorist (IS/BE)
22:00 Vök
21:00 JFDR
20:00 Ösp

01:00 Aron Can
00:00 Emmsjé Gauti
23:10 Glowie
22:10 Daniel OG (UK)
21:10 Cyber
20:00 DJ Sura

01:20 Alexander Jarl
00:20 Birnir
23:30 GKR
22:50 Chase
21:00 DJ Spegill
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HUNGRY?
SPENT ALL YOUR MONEY ON A STUFFED PUFFIN?

Buy one pizza and a large portion of our famous garlic
breadsticks and we’ll give you another pizza for free. We can even
deliver it straight to your hotel room. You can order from any of
our 22 locations in Iceland on our website www.dominos.is

www.dominos.is

tel +354 58 12345
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Completing the Golden Circle

Geothermal baths - Natural steam baths
Local kitchen - Geothermal bakery
Open daily
11:00 - 22:00

Show your Iceland Airwaves wristband
and get 20% discount off access
at Laugarvatn Fontana, 1.-5. November.

ÍSLENSK A SI A .IS ICE 84804 10/17
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Introducing a new option:

Economy Light

Fly light
Planning on a short stay? Like to travel light? On Economy
Light you have one carry-on bag included and enjoy all our
excellent Economy on-board services and amenities. Pack
less and pay less.

